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Introduction

As a resident living and working approximately 2.6 miles from

Rocketdyne's Santa Susanna Field Laboratory (SSFL) and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC)-licensed Hot Laboratory, I became aware of the

SSFL and their problems through the Department of Energy's preliminary

environmental survey report in May, 1989. My concerns in this proceeding

are for the health, safety and well-being of my family and myself. To this

extent I requested, at the September 9, 1989 hearing held in Los Angeles

presided over by Judge Peter B. Bloch, that Rocketdyne's pending application

of renewal be denied. At the hearing Judge Bloch granted me intervenor

status on the basis of my interests in the matter. Those interests will be

addressed in the following discussion.

DISCUSSION

ROCKETDYNE'S ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING EQUIPMENT IS WOEFULLY INADEQUATE.

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 7 0.23(a)(3)

provides that: "An application will be approved if the Commission

determines that: . . .(3) The applicant's proposed equipment and facilities

are adequate to protect health and to minimize danger to life or property.,

Rocketdyne claims that their equipment to monitor all facets of the

operation of the SSFL is adequate and in compliance with NRC rules and

regulations. Their burden of proving this claim has never 1-een met.

According to an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) report "The laboratory

apparently has never had a thorough review or audit by RI (Rockwell



International) or DOE." (Exhibit 1: "Memorandum to Daniel Shane,n Gregg

Dempsey p. 2).

There are several areas of concern regarding the inadequacies of their

monitoring equipment. The validity of their air monitoring system is

questioned. The lack of a meteorological tower on site and the use of the

Burbank Airport tower data which is miles away from the site could result in

an inaccurate dose of assessment in the event of a release. "SSFL uses the

EPA code AIRDOS to define dose to affected offsite areas. However, the

tower information used is from the Burbank Airport. Better AIRDOS

information could be generated with a closer-to-site or onsite met tower."

(Dempsey Memo, p. 7-8)

There are inadequacies in construction of the groundwater monitoring

wells which could result in questionable data. The use of centrifugal vane

type pumps can cause off-gassing of volatile organic compounds. The

analyses would be reduced during the sampling process as a result.

(Department of Energy, Enviromental Survey Preliminary Report, February,

1989, at p. 3-71). The validity of water samples is questionable due to the

fact that Rocketdyne states that their counter can detect 50% or 2 dpm/cpm

(two disintegrations per minute per count per minute). The manufacturer of

the counter has stated that the counter can nonly guarantee 45-47%."

(Dempsey Memo, p. 3). While this may appear a trivial difference, taken

together with the deficiencies in Rockwell's monitoring procedures there is

the potential for a significant distortion of Rockwell's environmental data.

Appropriate equipment within the laboratory for soil sampling is also

in question. (See the discussion regarding soil sampling procedures below.)

In addition, the equipment at the Area II Hazardous Waste storage site

for container movement is inadequate. 'Equipment used by site personnel for
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container movement is riot adequate and, on occasion, waste containers have

been dropped during movement." (DOE Report, p. 4-14). Since these

containers have been exposed to the elements, some have bulged. If the

containers were to be dropped by the faulty equipment the contents of the

hazardous waste containers could be released to the environment. The

storage facility 'does not contain sufficient impervious paved area with

impervious dikes to allow proper segregation of incompatible wastes or

adequate aisle spacing for unimpeded access to containers for inspection and

movement. Waste containers are stored on unpaved surfaces.'(DOE Report, p.

4-14).

These waste containers do not comply with the specific procedures set

out in 10 CFR 20.205(b)(1). Part 20.205(b)(1) provides that each licensee

shall monitor the external surfaces of the package for radioactive

contamination caused by leakage of the radioactive contents. The DOE

findings indicate that Rockwell is not in compliance with the nuclear

regulations that were created to protect public health.

According to 10 CFR 70.31(d), O[Nbo license will be issued by the

Commisssion to any person within the United States if the Commission finds

that the issuance of such license would . . constitute an unreasonable

risk to health :Id safety to the public. Given the above information

'eqarding faulty monitoring equipment, it is clear that renewal of

Rockwell's license constitutes an unreasonable health and safety risk.

II

THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM OF SSFL IS DEFICIENT

10 CFR 70.22 (f) provides that 0[ejach application for a license to

possess and use special nuclear materials in a plutonium processing and fuel
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fabrication plant shall contain . . [(f)] a description of the quality

assurance program to be applied to the design, fabrication, construct.ion,

testing and operation of the structures, systems and components of the

plant.' Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 states that these structures, systems and

compon~ents are to "prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated

accidents that .ould cause undue risk to the health and safety of the

public." It is clear that these regulations apply to Rockwell's facility.

10 CFR 70.4 defines a plutonium processing and fuel fabrication plarntf as a

plant which conducts, inter alia, '(iv) recovery of scrap material . . - or

(2) research and development activities involving any of the operations

described in paragraph (r)(1) of this section . . (See Memorandum and

Order, dated December 1, 1.989.)

Rockwell has failed to comply with these requirements by failing to

implement aspects of its quality assurance (QA) program and by failing to

incorporate other standard QA requirements. (Exhibit 2: Berger, J. D.,

Review of Surplus Facilities Radiological Monitoring Santa Susana Field

Laboratories, December 12, 1989, Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU),

p. 9, hereinafter referred to as the "ORAU Report'). For example, the ORAu

Report states that (1) Oa chain-of-custody procedure for samples has not

been implemented; (2) "Although the SSFL procedure requires documentation

of personnel qualifications for the various program activities, records

supporting training and certification in specific laboratory and field

survey procedures could not be provided;" (3) the frequency of internal

audits required by 10 CFR 50 Appendix B sec. XVIII is not specified (p. 9);

and (4) 'Although samples for tritium and some other specific nuclide

analyses are performed by a commercial laboratory, Rockwell does not include

quality control samples (spikes, blanks, and duplicates) to evaluate the



performance of such vendors.'(p. .0) In addition, the DOE 'A¼es that

'[t]here is a lack of formalized procedures for confirming the analyst's

calculations and entry results into the computer data base.' (DOE Report, p.

4-39). These are all indications that standard operating procedures have

not been prepared for all activities at the SSFL and that all activities are

not in compliance with 10 CFR 70.22(f) and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B.

Inadequacies in the QA program are further exacerbated by deficiencies

in staffing. There is a lack of provisions for a complete backup should the

site radiological monitoring staff be absent. Cross training in laboratory

activities has not yet been initiated. These deficiencies are especially

critical due to the fact that the major portion of the radiological

monitoring responsibilitieb are in the hands of only three staff members.

(ORAU Report, p.4).

A QA program is essential to the protection of the environment and

public health and safety. Rockwell's quality assurance program is clearly

deficient in many important respects and its failure to comply with 70.22(f)

is only one of many indications that Rockwell cannot be entrusted with

highly volatile nuclear material. By way of relief we therefore request

that the renewal of Rockwell's license be denied.

III

MONITORING PROCEDURES TO PROTECT HEALTH AND MINIMIZE DANGER TO LIFE
ARE INADEQUATE

NIRC rules and regulations require that Rockwell's proposed procedures

protect health and minimize danger to life or property. 10 CFR 70.23(a)(4).

In light of these requirements and new findings by the DOE and EPA (see tiie

DOE Report and Dempsey Memo), it is troubling that Rocketdyne continues to
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assert that all of its releases of pollutants and contaminates in air, soil

or water are within NRC requirements. If all of Rockwell's releases are

within NRC limits, why then does the DOE anticipate that $32 million dollars

will be necessary to fully clean up and decontaminate the SSFL of its major

pollution? (Exhibit 3: Pearlman, Donald W., Department of Energy San

Francisco O[FArations Office, Summary of Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management Plan Provisions Relevant to the Santa Susana Field Laboratory, p.

3)

Rockwell's contaminated Hot Cell Laboratory is a prime example of

Rockwell's failure to minimize health risks. The Hot Cell Laboratory is a

Priority One clean-up item. A priority one definition is defined as those

"activities necessary to prevent near-term adverse impacts on workers, the

public, or the environment.. (Pearlman, p. 2). How else can a "near-

term" risk be viewed except as one that should be taken ca'e of now? If

Rocketdyne's license is renewed what assurance do I have that this "near-

term" risk Priority One cle.n-up item will be decontaminated in the very

:nedr future? To suppress my concerxis and the concerns of others regarding

the Hot Cell Laboratory this clean-up should take place now and new projects

should not be allowed to be conducted. What assurances do I have that the

new, project, TRUMP-S, will not cause further contamination and detriment to

the environment? These question- have not been sufficiently answered by

Rocketdyne. To the extent that Rockwell has not cleaned up the contaminated

Hot Cell Lab, allowing Rockwell to renew their license would jeopardize

health and safety.

Several areas of concern with respect to the monitoring procedures have

been shown to be inadequate. Dempsey concludes in his memorandum, after

spending two and a half days reviewing Rockwell's environmental
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documentation and a day and a half at the SSFL reviewing procedures and

performing an environmental survey with a hand-held radiation gun, that

"certain problems exist within this laboratory that make me question the

validity of some, if not all, of their environmental data." (Dempsey Memo,

1.. 2). Mr. Dempsey cites many aspects of Rockwell's sampling procedures

that do not comply with standard practices, as well as Rockwell's own

procedures, which are cited in the three subsections below.

A. SIL ANALYSiS IS INADEQUATE, UNRELIABLE, AND IN CERTAIN
AREAS "-EXISTENT.

Rockwell has failed to properly protect the soil by omitting to conduct

necessary soil and water tests and conducting faulty tests. Nuclear

regulations require that Rockwell make 'every reasonable effort to maintain

radiation exposures, and releases of radioactive materials in effluents to

unrestricted areas, as low as is reasonably achievable.0 10 CFR 20.1(c).

The regulations further provide that Rockwell amake surveys necessary to

comply with the license that are reasonable under the circumstances to

evaluate the extent of radiation hazards that may be present.* 10 CFR

20.202(b) Rockwell's soil analysis procedures fail to comply with the above

specified regulations.

Dempsey severely criticizes Rockwell's procedures for soil analysis:

ISSFL lab personnel analyze soil for gross alpha and beta radioactivity.

This is not a good method for assessing environmental radioactivity."

(Dempsey Memo, p. 3). Dempsey has three criticisms of the procedures by

which gross alpha and beta radioactivity are measured. His first criticism

is that Rockwell does not utilize common practice to obtain a uniform

particle size of soil. Rockwell uses a Coors crucible through which only 90
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percent of the soil will pass instead of the a grinding machine, which is

common practice.ý His second criticism is that Rockwell's environmental

report says that they use a copper planchet for counting while current SSFL

procedure calls for a stainless steel planchet to be used (Rockwell Document

Number N001DWP000008). Dempsy states that this "makes a difference in

counting and calibration." His third criticism is that Rockwell heats the

soil to 500 degrees celsius without any documentation or references on the

validity of their procedure. (Dempsey Memo, p. 3). Standard procedure

recommends use of a 450 degrees celsius temperature to avoid the problem of

loss of volaatilization of cesium, strontium and other radionuclides. (ORAU

Report, p. 8). Dempsey's fourth criticism is that the DOE quality assurance

rounds do not include soil analysis and there are no internal quality

controls for soil samples.

An EPA radiochemist who has had over thirty years experience in

preparing and counting samples for radioactivity verified Dempsey's

criticisms. Dempsey concluded his overview of Rockwell's soil sampling

procedures with a startling statement: *In short, gross alpha and beta data

on soil, even though it has indicated some radiation areas on [the] site, is

not a true representation of conditions present in the environment. This

procedure is a screening method at best and is not an accurate quantitative

procedure.* (Dempsey Memc, p. 3).

The ORAU Report also criticizes Rockwell for its use of gross alpha and

beta guidelines. The ORAU points out that not only does the use of this

procedure violate the 1986 DOE directive to report environmental data in

terms of specific radionuclies, use of this method does not allow

comparisons of contamination levels with established guidelines, nor is it a

reliable and accurate quantitative technique for radiological analysis of

soil. (ORAU Peport, pp. 6-7).
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Moreover, the ORAU Report identifies other areas where standard

operating procedures have not, been implemented. 'Guidelines for such

radionuclides as Cesium-137, Strontium-90, Plutonium-239, Nickel-63 and

Cobalt-6n which are potential contaminants at SSFL have not been

established. (01-AU Report, p. 6). 'Procedures for detection of Uranium-238

could be greatly underestimated due to unreliable measurements and

assumptions." (ORAU Report., pp. 8-9).

The DOE report also identifies several alarming deficiencies in

Rockwell's monitoring and measuring procedures. First Ocurrent operations

at thE facility are different than the past, but soil radioactivity is still

monitored at the same locations.' In other words, Rockwell is monitoring

soil at sites that have already been decommissioned, but not at sites where

nuclear activity is currently being conducted. And second, "field sampling

locations are not identified by markers .... The lack of a repetitive sample

location could invalidate the evaluation of annual changes in soil

radioactivity at a specific location.' (DOE Report, p. 3-34).

Inadequate monitoring and measuring procedures pose a danger to the

public because of the inevitable accidents and hazards that accompany use of

radioactive and toxic materials. The DOE has found ten areas where

hazardous and/or radioactive substances have or may have been disposed of,

spilled or released to the environment. "These areas constitute actual and

potential sources of soil and/or groundwater contamination. None of the

areas have been adequately characterized." (DOE Report. p. 4-48).

The need for adequate soil sampling procedures is demonstrated by the

dangerous radioactive and toxic materials that have so far been detected.

For example, there is some concern that beryllium may still be found in the

soil at SSL7L and, when picked up by the wind, could posc a threat to human
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health. (Exhibit 4: Karen Johnson, Summary Review of Preliminary

Assessments/Site Inspections of Rockwell International Santa Susana Field

Laboratory, Ecology and Environment, Inc., July 19, 1989, p. 19). Beryllium

has been found to cause Berylliosis, an incurable lung disease caused by an

allergic reaction to beryllium. (Exhibit 17: The Denver Post, January 14,

1990).

NRC regulations provide that "no licensee shall . . . use

licensed material in such a manner as to permit any individual ii, a

restricted area to inhale a quanity of radioactive material in any

period.... 1 10 CFR 20.103(a).

Cesium-137 was found and attriLzuted to spills around Building 64 which

was used as a Special Nuclear Materials Storage area. Higher than

backgrourd gamma readings were shown when sampled. (Exhibit 5: Gregg

Dempsey, Report on E~nvironmental Samples Collected at the Rocketdyne Santa

Susana Fieli Laboratory, November 8, 1989, p. 6, hereinafter referred to as

the oDempsey Report.). About .ix areas around this building were found to

have 5 to 10 times the ambient background rate and the levels appear to

increase with depth. These levels may be in excess of the DOE guidelines.

"Hot spots were noted in a portion of [this] excavation.' (ORAU Report, p.

12).

Tritium was discovered in the soil at Building 59 by EPA officials

although SSFI. personnel were unaware of its presence. (Dempsey Report, p.

6). This was a result of improper or lack of monitoring. Gregg Demsey of

the EPA found that SSFL has not collected soil or water samples to analyze

for tritium. (Dempsey Memo, p. 6).

Levels in the soil around the catch pond of the Old Leach Field for the

Radioactive Materials Disposal Facility (RMDF) ranged from 10 to 15 times

above background on portions of the drainage trough. No thorough survey has
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been conducted as yet. North of the RMDF Cs-137 and Sr-90 was released to

the facility's leach field due to an accident and a surface spill from a

waste treatment operation.

Radiological conditions of old leach fields at SSFL are unknown. OThere

are other facilities and land areas where radioactive materials were

previously used, but which were not included in the 1987 and 1988

[Rocketdyne] survey project. (ORAU Report, p. 14).

Upon surveys, reviews dnd discussions with staff at the Radiation and

Nuclear Services of SSFL, Mr. Berger of ORAU states that "[m]any cf the

deficiencies which were identified are related to activities or lack of

activities which could adversely affect or make questionable the quality

level of data.0 (ORAU Report, p.15). ORAU does, however, state that if

Rockwell follows the recommendations on pages 16-17 of its report SSFL will

be capable of conducting 3n accurate assessment of the site. ((tZAU Report,

p. 15)., Until this is done, there is no way of concluding that SSFL poses

no threat to the public.

Dempsey concludes that "SSFL sampling, placement of sample locations,

and analysis cannot guarantee that past actions have not caused offsite

impacts. If the environmental program stays uncorrected, SSFL cannot

guarantee that unforeseen or undetected problems onsite will not impact the

offsite environment in the future." (Dempsey Memo, p. 8).

How then can Rockwell in its Environmental Monitoring and Facility

Effluent Annual Reports of 1987 and 1988 state that *the results of this

environmental monitoring indicate that there are no significant sources of

unnatural radioactive material in the vicinity of the Rocketdyne sites.,?

(1987 report at p. 11; 1988 report at p. 11).

The history of monitoring by Rockwell is so suspect and flawed that
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reasonable assurance cannot be provided that they will conduct. adequate

monitoring in the future. Therefore, they have not met their burder, for

issuance of the requested license and it should be denied. To do otherwise

would impose an unreasonable risk to public health and safety, thereby

violating the requirements of 10 CFR 70.22(a)(8), which states that each

application for a license shall contain "proposed procedures to protect

health and minimize danger to life or property.*

B. CONrAMINANTS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE GROUND WATER

Rockwell's procedures to detect contamination of ground water are

completely inadequate. Reports cited below confirm that there is no way

Rockwell can assure that they have met the NRC regulations regarding water

contamination, 10 CFR 70.20 Appendix B. Rocketdyne states in• it's 1986,

1987 and 1988 Annual Review of Radiological Controls reports that there are

0[n]o radionuclides present at the nuclear facilities. . . (1986 report at

p. 49; 1987 report at p. 49; 1988 report at p. 62) in water sources sampled.

It appears quite suspect that each year's report is worded exactly the same.

It would appear to the casual observer that these reports were copied word

for word from yeýar to year. New findings by the DOE and EPA, as well as

other surveys have proven Rockwell's statements to be inaccurate and

complete falsehoods.

[Njew tests show toxic chemical contamination of groundwater is
moving from Rockwell International's Santa Susana Field Labozatory
toward Simi Valley. . .The new data came from 19 wells drilled on
the nuclear section of Area IV last fall... 'There were two
surprises' said Jim Ross, senior engineer for the California
Regional Water Quality Control Board. 'The (toxic chemicals) was
higher than we thought, with the potential to flow off the site
greater than we thought.'"(Exhibit 6: Daily News, December 15,
1989).

The NRC regulations require that Rockwell provide accurate reports on

measuring levels of radiation. Part 70.20.201(b) requires that Qle]ach
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licensee make or cause to make such surveys as . . are reasonable under

the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation hazards that may be

present.* Rockwell has not complied with this part of the regulation.

Rockwell reports that there are no radioactively contaminated liquids nor

can specific radionuclides in samples be routinely identified due to

extremely low radioactivity levels. (Rocketdyne, Annual Review of

Radiological Controls, 1986 at p. 20; 1987 at p. 18; 1988 at p. 30). When

Rockwell states that the environmental monitoring program provides a measure

of the effectiveness of the Rocketdyne safety procedures, we should bear in

mind, that the new findings indicate that measure must be very small indeed.

It is hard to imagine after a twenty five year period and 870 tons of wastes

having been deposited in impoundments on site, (Johnson, p. 14) that

Rockwell has not detected. some type of releases to the environment.

Ground water monitoring has been inadequate to estimate the amount

contamination to the environment. Thus it is highly inaccurate of Rockwell

to assume that a significant release has not occurred on site. For

instance, in the early 1960's, radioactiviely-contaminated water containing

strontium-90 and yttrium-90 was released to the soil beneath a leachfield

for the RMDF. The soil in the area was excavated and asphalt was used to

seal the joints and fractures in the bedrock. However, 'there is still a

high probabililty hat contaminants reached the groundwater in this area.

This likelihood has not been investigated further." (Johnson, p. 16). The

DOE states that,

'Due to an insufficient number of groundwater monitoring wells,
the groundwater monitoring program is not capable of: accurately
determining the nature and extent of groundwater contamination at
known and potential source areas and detecting off-site
groundwater contamination.0 (DOE Report, p. ES-2).

The EPA concurs with this assessment, agreeing that monitoring is flawed.
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The EPA criticizes Rockwell's ground water sampling procedure for the same

reasons it criticizes its soil sampling procedure: due to deficiencies

caused by alpha and beta self-absorption. In addition the manufacturer of

the counter mechanism stated that, "specifications will only gualantee 45-

47% with a massless point source, something a water sample can never be."

(Dempsey Memo, p. 3).

Another area where radioactive contamination of ground water has been

detected is at Building 059 which was formerly the location of the Space

Nuclear Auxiliary; Power (SNAP) prototype reactor. The building contained

sand and equirment contaminated with Cobalt-60. Ground water seeped into

the building and became radioactively contaminated. "There has been

insufficient monitoring around the area to determine the extent of ground

water contamination and whether any radioactive contamination has migrated

f'rom the building site." (Johnson, p. 13).

Tritium has been found in a level far above what could be called a

background amount and according to EPA further study is needed to determine

the origin and spread of tritium on the SSFL site.

DOE reports that a potential release of contaminated water run-off from

the Building 886, Sodium Disposal Facility, exists due to inadequate control

of stormwater run-on and run-off. Soils in the burn pit area are

contaminated principally with Cesium-137. These soils can be breached from

runoff upslope and allowed to flow out of the area. Also undetected

releases of contaminants could occur to the north of Area IV offsite due to

the lack of periodic sampling in that area.

The fact that the release was occurring undetected until
Proposition 65 required SSFL to consider run-off sampling
raises questions about the adequacy of the monitoring
program. (DOE Report, p. 3-58). The ground water monitoring
program is inadequate at known or suspected sources of
contamination. (DOE Report, p. 3-69).
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Rockwell simply refuses t.o believe that they do make considerable

releases to the environment.

Health officials contend that the nitrogen tetroxide residue...is
a hazardous wast.e and must be either packaged and sent to a waste-
disposal facility, or treated in the company's on-site waste water
treatment system. Company officials contend the waste water is
only slightly tainted with nitrogen tetroxide, does not qualify as
a hazardous waste and can be released down Bell Creek...(Exhibit
7: Daily News, February 6, 1990).

Impoundments on the site for radioactive waste have been found to be

unlined; others were lined, hut. not maintained adequately, and were found to

have cracks and there was no leachate system for the impoundments. Many

areas lack proper containment facilities to prevent releases of contaminants

to the environment. There are at least 17 known areas where waste materials

were stored or treated. (John:on, p. 4 ). Part 20.301 of the NRC regulations

have strict. standards for disposing of and storing waste. These regulations

are not met due to the lack of adequate containment facilities.

Deimpsey summed up his a[-pr.aisal. of the SSFL by stating:

However, the SSFL sampling. . .cannot. guarantee that past actions
have not caused offsite impacts . . .It is also clear to me that:
Rocketdyne does not have a good 'handle' on where radiation has
been inadvertently or intentionally dumped onsite. Most of the
evidence on site spills is incompletely documented or
anecdotal. (Dempsey Memo, p. 8).

Rockwell's monitoring and measuring of ground water contamination is

confirmed to be inadequate. These inadequacies warrant a denial of their

application for renewal of their license.

C. THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETRY (TLD) MONITORING IS INADEQUATE TO

ASSURE RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS ARE NOT IN THE AIR

Rockwell cannot accurately determine how much radiation in within and

around their facility. Rockwell is required to adequately measure radiation

pursuant to 10 CFR 20.103(a)(1). Part 20.103(a)(1) provides: that no
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licensee shall possess, use, or transfer licensed material in such a manner

as to permit any individual in a restricted area to inhale a quantity of

radinactive material. . . Part 20.201(b) requires that the licensee,

Rockwell, make surveys that are reasonable under the circumstances to

evaluate the extent of radiation hazards that may be present. Rockwell's

surveys regarding radiation in the air do not accurately evaluate radiation

in the air.

Dempsey responded to Rockwell's environment report on TLD monitoring

for the facility and offsit.e areas by stating:

questionable practices are alluded to in the environmental report.
The first is that data obtained by dosimeters is normalized to
1000-foot altitude, by using an adjustment factor equal to 15
mR/1000 ft. elevation difference to obtain site averages. I
talked to two nationally recognized dosimeter experts and neither
had heard of this practice. This 15 mR/1000 ft. is undocumented
by reference in the environmental reports. Both experts I spoke
to felt that this normalization is meaningless. Also, in both the
calendar year 1987 and the unpublished calendar year 1988 SSFL
environmental reports, comparisons for the dosimeters placed by
the State of California and a DOE intercomparison project were
'not available' for inclusion at the time the report was
published. Bill Watson of the California Department of Health
Services, Environmental Management Branch, assured me that data
was available and provided to SSFL. Even if data was unavailable
for inclusion in a previous year's report, it should have be[en]
added as an addendum for the following year's report. The
unpublished 1988 report does not contain information about 1987
omissions. This leads me to think that the SSFL dosimetry program
might not compare favorable with the other groups. Systematic
error that might be present in dosimetry analyses might make SSFL
dosimetry data look comparable to itself but still may make these
analyses invalid or suspect. (Dempsey Memo, pp. 4-5).

The lack of a meteorological tower onsite was also mentioned as a
concern. SSFL uses the EPA code AIRDOS to define dose to affected
offsite areas. However, the tower information used is from the
Burbank Airport. Better AIRDOS information could be generated
with a closer-to-site or onsite met tower. (Dempsey Memo, pp. 7-
8).

These statements indicate the need to reassess Rockwell's dosimetry

data on and off-site to show that an error has not been made. We therefore

request that Rockwell's application for renewal of their license be denied.
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IV

ROCYKTYNE HAS NOT ESTABLISHED THAT IT WOULD NOT POSE AN INORDINATE DANGER
TO THE ENVIRONMENT DURING A NATURAL DISASTER

NRC regulations require the licensee to provide a plan for protection

aqainst natural phenomena. 10 CFP 70.22(f). NRC regulations also require

Rockwell to supply the commission with complete and accurate information.

10 CFR 70.9. Rockwell has failed to meet these regulations, as I will

outline below.

A. EARTHQUAKES

Rocketdyne has not established that it would not pose an inordinate

danger to the environment should a major earthquake happen near it.

Rocketdyne asserts in its Cn-Site Radiological plan that:

All facilities are constructed according to the Uniform Building
Code as applied to Industrial buildings. This provides
satisfactory protection against fire, earthquake and structural
collapse. (Rocketdyne, On-Site Radiological Contingency Plan,
RI/RD 88-206, July 25, 1989, at 2.1.3.4).

The SSFL has been operating at least in part since the 1950's. The

Uniform Building Code to which the Hot Lab was built long ago has since been

substantially strengthened. The Hot Lab could not meet today's Uniform

Building Code, let alone current seismic standards for nuclear facilities.

The San Fernando earthquake of 1971, with a macnitude of 6.6 on the

Richter Scale, was approximately 15 miles from SSFL. That earthquake did

severe damage to the Van Norman Dam, some 10-12 miles from SSFL, which

required the evacuation of virtually all of the north San Fernando Valley,

as it was feared that tens of thousands of deaths would have occurred if the

dam burst. (U.S. G.S. Geological Survey Circular 701, at p. 8). The

Juvenile Hall landslide which also occurred during this earthquake involved
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an area almost a mile long. It resulted from liquefaction of a shallow sand

layer. (U.S.G.S. Geological Survey Circular 690, 1974, at p. 8). This is

the same cauze of the Oakland Freeway collapse of October 17, 1989 in San

Francisco.

Secondary effects of earthquakes include a variety of short
range events, such as liquefaction, landslides, fires...and long
range effects, including phenomena such as regional subsidence or
emergence of land masses and regional changes in groundwater
levels. Liquefaction is transformation of water saturated
granular material from a solid state to a liquid state as a result
of an increase in the pore-water pressure caused by intense
shaking. . .Damage and even catastrophic destruction have resulted
from fires indirectly caused by earthquakes. Destruction of
electrical power lines and broken gas lines can start fires that
are difficult to control...because water mains may be broken.
(Kellar, N. Edward, Environmental Survey, 4th Edition, 1985,
Marril Publishing Company).

Following the destructive San Fernando earthquake in Southern
California LBL (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory facilities) which is
located in the San Francisco Bay area. . .began a comprehensive
review of its own existing facilities and operations to improve
seismic safety. The earthquake safety review revealed that
significant structural deficiencies, stemming from many sources,
were present in over 50 percent of the buildings reviewed.
(U.S.G.S. Geological Survey Circular 919, 1983)

Seismic hazard analyses were completed for major DOE site throughout

the United States in a study by TERA Corporation under contract to LLNL.

The results of the detailed seismic hazard analysis of major DOE sites are

presented in an eight-volume set of reports. (U.S.G.S.. supra 919).

The foregoing reflects the extensive upgrading at other nuclear

facilities following the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. What evidence is

submitted by Rocketdyne of any upgrading whatsoever following an earthquake

where severe damage was within 10-15 miles of SSFL? The only reference

regarding adequacy of facilities at SSFL is the one quoted at the beginning

of this section. Since we know the Hot Laboratory was in existence before

the 1971 San Fernando earthquake by some years, what was done to bring it up

to seismically safe standards as LBL and LLWL and within recommendations of
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the TE2RA Corporation? The TFERA Corporation report for DOE and LLNL, noted

above, recommended various upgrading at DOE facilities. Moreover, since

rl'cketdyre is the proxy for DOE in great part as both its contractor in the

Hot Laboratory and as operator in the balance of the SSFL facility, it is

incumbent on DOE to make available for review the TERA recommendations r d

to determine whether they were all put into place, or at the very least,

what if anything was done to upgrade SSFL following the devastating San

Fernando earthquake.

What. the foregoing information reflects is that the area of SSFL is

close to the major San Fernando earthquake of 1971, that it would be

susceptible to the same kind of ground liquefaction that buildings and the

Van Norman Dam area suffered, that fires could be the worst part of any big

disaster because of the widespread toxic chemicals both buried and in tanks

and in containers. The toxicological pollution airborne due to fire alone

would be enormous given the amounts of chemicals in and above ground. But

even more troublesome is the rapid spread of embedded contaminants

underground dislodged from years of settling into soils, now found to be

present in wells monitored by EPA and DOE that could dramatically accelerate

in their flows arid be carried into any "changes in groundwater levels', that

could accompany a significant earthquake. The map of earthquake faults

(Exhibit 8: Earthquake fault map, 1971) shows that SSFL is ringed by three

fault areas within several miles and by 42 faults just to the north, south

and east alone in a radius of about 75 miles.

And what of the fire risks connected with a major earthquake? It is

well known that fires caused by broken gas lines, electrical wire

displacements, and contributed to by the failure of broken water mains to

combat it, are one of the main effects of a major earthquake.
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The New York Times (Exhibit 10: New York Times, October 22, 1989)

discusses the effects radioactive wastes that may have been dosed with

c-anide, as practiced years ago, may have. It further discusses wastes that

generate hydrogen, an explosive gas, which are supposed to be vented

regularly. Referring t.o Savannah, Georgia, it states that this part of the

country is vulnerable to earthquakes which could rupture the storage tanks

releasing their contents. It also refers to the suspected chemical

explosions at Kyshtym in the Ural Mountains. This brings to mind EPA's

Gregg Dempsey's comments *(m]ost of the evidence on site spills is

incompletely documented or anecdotal.' (Dempsey Memo, p. 8).

We now know that SSFL is a vast repository of radioactive substances,

volatile organic chemicals, rocket engine fuels and open sodium burn pits

where a multitude of chemicals lie in wait. The effect an earthquake-

induced fire would have on the environment is too fearsome to contemplate!

"h' San Francisco earthquake of October 17, 1989 demolished areas of

San Francisco and many cities as far away as 70 miles from the epicenter.

The following are excerpts from the newspapers that relate to what might be

anticipated here should the "big one" strike within a similar perimeter of

SSFL.

The Daily News, October 18, 1989, page 1, reported

The quake along the San Andreas fault. . . 7.0 on the Richter
Scale centered 10 miles N/E of Santa Cruz. Dozens of buildings in
the vast area were set on fire or leveled by the powerful shaking.
* .the tremblor collapsed portions of highways and bridges
throughout Santa Cruz and San Jose. There have been mudslides and
accidents on all major freeways.

The Daily News, October 18, 1989, page 17, reported

... 'up to 100,000 people living in 3000 buildings in Los Angeles
would be in jeopardy if the city were hit with the same intensity
as the one which struck San Francisco' said city councilman, Hal
Bernson.
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The Los Angeles Times, October 18, 1989, page A.7, reported

Soil sliding caused structural damage to homes and caused gas
maiiis to break leading to fires.

T1 e T.os Angeles Times at page A.4, reported, regarding fires in the

Marina Distr ict

Although the exact, cause of the fire was not immediately known,
the smell of natural gas wafted throughout the neighborhood.

The Los An~eles Times at page 2 reported

In all, 40 buildings collapsed in Santa Cruz and Watsonville
where damage was estimated at $350 million. Pll highways in Santa
Cruz closed, Highway 17, the main line to San Jose, was blocked by
landslides and fissures. A wild fire had consumed 650 acres and
25 buildings had burned to the ground.

While one miqht argue that SSFL was undamaged during the 1971

earthquake, it cannot be assumed that it would be so lucky again.

The Daly News, October 19, 1989, at page 11, reported

Unfortunately, despite the tragedy this week in the San Francisco
area, California hac yet to experience in modern times the BIG
ONE, a disaster geologists say is more likely to strike Southern
California first . . .'the party line is generally that there is a
60% chance of a very large, e.g., a magnitude of 8 or greater, on
the southern San Andreas over the next 30 years' said Douglas
Givern a geophysicist, with the U.S. Geological Survey.

It is imrportant to note that the SSFL site is a sandstone

bedrock. "The surface mantle consists of unconsolidated gravel, sand, silt

and clay.' (Rocketdyne, Environmental Monitoring and Facility Annual Report

RI/RD 88-144, 1987, at p. 2). Parts of this sand could be suspect to

liquefaction, given a major enough earthquake.

These two earthquakes should by now have elicited some response by

Rockwell that- its SSFL site has matched, at the very least, the DOE
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recommended safeguards following the 1971 quake, and hopefully, updated by

the lessons learned following the 1989 quake. The burden of proof of

earthquake safety has not, in my opinion, been met.

B. Fires

Apart. from eart hquake-related fire, the SSFL area is an annual undue

fire risk because of the area it is located, which is an extreme fire hazard

area, the high winds and dry brush in the area, and the highly volatile

chemical compounds stored above and below the surface.

The SSFL area exists in a rugged, mostly inaccessible area, except for

one extremely curvacious road. It is in the present throes of a 10 year low

drought.. The Chamise type vegetation has live fuel moisture slightly above

the critica] percentage for fire hazards, all of which makes this area a

high risk in view of the combination of high winds and drought dry

vegetation.

The Los Angeles area rainfall has had an average rain over the last 112

years o: '4.89 inches per year. For the last three years there has been a

serious dro .it in which the rainfall has average 8.40 inches. The year 1989

had the fourth lowest rainfall since 1878. (Exhibit 12: Los Angeles

Rainfall 1877-1989).

The Woolsey Canyon area, which is immediately adjacent to SSFL, has a

Chamise type vegetation. It has a current live fuel moisture level of 63%

This is well below the 10 year average from 1981-90. It is slightly

above the 60% critical level. (Exhibit 13: Los Angeles County Fire

Department, Live Fuel Moisture Summary, 1981-1990). According to Michael A.

Theule, fire inspector for the Los Angeles City Fire Department, Santa Ana

winds occur regularly and frequently in this region from October to January,

and have the effect of potentially and quickly drying the live fuel moisture
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below critical levels, thus creating a serious fire hazard.

In Rocketdyne's On-Site Radiological Contingency Plan it shows a

comprehensive range of accidents that were evaluated. The report indicates

as follows:

The facts are that a criticality accident is impossible and that
there is no credible energetic scenario associated with the TRUMP-
S. process that cruld effectively disperse the Pu (plutonium]
within or outside the glove box. In order to assure that the most
severe accident was bounded, a fire was postulated...In this
accident 1 kg of plutonium was postulated to be consumed in a
fire...Although the exact release conditions cannot [emphasis
added] be specified with assurance it is assumed that a fire or
other high temperature situation involving the material, would
pose the most. hazardous situation which could lead to an airborne
release of some of the material. (Ror'etdyne, supra, On-Site
Radiological, at p. 3-7).

Rocketdyne states that it would take all necessary life-saving actions

and call in the Emergency Response Team. (Id., at p. 4-3). It further

states that transportation of the seriously injured may have to be by

company or employee vehicles 'provided roads are passable.' (Id., at p. 5-

15). If an emergency were to occur during off-hours, how would it be

possible for the Emergency Response Team to reach the facility if roads were

not passable? Moreover, if an emergency were to occur during on-hours, how

would transportation of the injured be possible given the scenario of a

major earthquake where it is highly likely that roads would be unpassable

due to rock and land slides, cracks and fissures. In the case of fire, the

treacherous roads would be cumbersome and hazardous to traverse, and

cluttered with fire-fighting equipment, roads would become impassable.

Living in the same area as Rocketdyne, I know first hand how difficult it is

to evacuate the area during a fire. In 1980 a raging fire swept through

Bell Canyon. It would have been a difficult task to navigate through the

thick black smoke that accompany such fires as a result of the live fuel
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within the dry vegetation, and to circumnavigate the fire fighting equipment

that. cluttered the roads. It is postulated that such an occurrence could

happen again isolating the facility from the emergency response teams.•

What all this indicates is that fire worries are a constant and real

threat in this area. Continuing operations there with the documented mixed

contaminants in the soil, toxic chemicals in the Burn Pit and other areas on

site, as well as other chemicals stored there, magnify this threat to health

and safety. "The deteriorating condi!ion of many of the.solvents and

chemical storage cabinets could result in the release of hazardous

substances to the environment or fire. These cabinets are rusted and without

labels.' (DOE Report, p. 4-24).

A population of nearly 2.50,000 within a 5 mile radius should not be

subjected to the risk of fire, chemical explosions and release of air-borne

contamination due to fire as a result of Rocketdyne's poor and inadequate

procedures that have been documented b, the DOE and EPA survey reports.

V

ROCKETI`DYNE HAS NOT ADEQUATELY DOCUMENTED PAST SPILLS, LEAKS AND INCIDENTS

Rocketdyne has failed to comply with rules and regulations by the

ineptitude of the applicant to document past spills, leaks and other related

incidents. NRC regulations require Rockwell to supply the Commission with

complete and accurate information regarding information for public health

and safety. 10 CFR 70.9. Rocketdyne failed to provide identification of

existing or potential hazardous materials spilled in and around the

facility, as well as, failing to complete state mandated inventory reports

of toxic chemicals and radioactive materials as attested by the 16

violations against SSFL broL:vht by California state health officials which

have been sent to the state Attorney General's Off-ce for enforcement
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action. (Exhibit 7: Daily News, February 6, 1990).

Rocketdyne has stated repeatedly in their documents supporting their license

that no significant. releases are made to the environment, but new violations

against the facility involve illegal disposal and dilution of rocket fuel,

findings by the EPA, DOE and other survey agencies involve tritium, cobalt-

60, cesium-137, strontium-90, yttrium-90 to name a few. DOE found 10 areas

where hazardous and/or radioactive substances have or may havtý been disposed

of, spilled, or released. wThese areas constitute actual and potential

sources of soil and/or ground water contamination.' (DOE Report, p. 4-48).

According to this report one area, B/886 Former Sodium Burn Pit, was used

for disposal of chemical and radioactive wastes.

Flammable chemicals were poured into open pits and burned..
.. Unauthorized radioactively-contaminated equipment was buried in
trenches and scattered on the surface...No information was
available on the amount or type of waste removed, when it was
removed, to which location it was removed to, or on what basis the
removal was initiated or ceased. (DOE Report, p. 4-48).

The Old Conservation Yard is also a source of soil and ground water

contamination. 'Leaks and spills may have occurred in an area with no

containment and no protection. . .a significant amount of debris and

equipment located randomly around the site, with several drums prominent...'

(DOE Report, p. 4-58). The S/E Drum Storage Yard's "[h)istoric storage of

drums...may have resulted in releases of hazardous substances from leaking,

spilled, or rusted through drums exposed to the elements. . .No information

was available on this drum storage area.0 (DOE Report, p. 4-61).

These are a few among several areas that were identified by the DOE as

having hazardous substances either poured or dumped into them with no

documentation as to when they were dumped there, what the contents were, and

when they were removed, if at all. This is an indication of Rocketdyne's
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poor documentation procedures. Rocketdyne's existing procedures have failed

to provide adequate monitoring of past spills and leaks, and failed to

provide identification of existing or potential hazardous materials involved

in these spills. Incomplete documentation of past spills have led to the

aforementioned violations by the state of California.

In addition, Rocketdyne has failed to keep records reporting the

disposal of all special nuclear material; in particular a Sr-90 source

assigned to the Hot Laboratory. Although this was a reported incident in

their document (Rocketdyne, supra, Annual Review, 1986, at p. 30), it still

remains that it is a missing source; therefore, how can there be a report as

to its disposal?

VI

SUMMARY

Rocketdyne has failed to comply with the Federal Code of Regulatiorns

by use of inadequate equipment and facilities that fail to protect health

and minimize danger to life or property. Rocketdyne's procedures to protect

health and minimize danger to life or property have been in the past and are

currently inadequate. The applicant has failed to provide identification of

existing or potential hazardous materials in and around the facility, as

well as failed to complete state-mandated inventory reports of toxic

chemicals and radioactive materials. Rockwell has failed to show records

reporting the disposal of all special nuclear materials satisfactorily.

I echo the concerns made by California State Assemblyman, Richard Katz

when he stated "I believe that . . . Rockwell has been and continues to

play radioactive Russian roulette with the health and safety of the people

in the San Fernando Valley.' (Exhibits 14-16: Daily News, October 21,
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1989, The Los Angeles Times, October 21, 1989, and Daily News, October 22,

1989, respectively),

Environmental and health concerns should take precedence over

production quotas and experimental research projects, such as the TRUMP-S.

Rockwell has not taken such concerns into account for many years. Their

concerns have clntered on the risk'of unfavorable public and political

perceptions if knowledge of the known contamination at the SSFL were to be

public. When the risks to human health and the environment are placed in an

inferior position to public or political perceptions, health and the

environment generally suffer. It is becoming increasingly alarming to the

public that health and safety was not the industry's first priority.

Science and progress is all well and good in itself, but when health, safety

and the environment suffer because of poor practices and procedures we have

not made progress at all. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the nuclear

industry, Rockwell included, to put forth its best effort in cleaning up its

already dirty environment and place the health and safety of the public, as

well as, its workers before al.l else.

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that Rocketdyne has failed to

meet NRC regulations. 10 CFR 70.31(d) states:

No license will be issued by the Commission to any person within
the United States if the Commission finds that the issuance of
such license would be inimical to the common defense and security
or would constitute an unreasonable risk to the health and safety
of the public.

10 CFR 70.23(a) sets out the requirements for approval of an

application by stating

(2) The applicant is qualified by reason of training and
experience to use the material for the purpose requestrd in
accordance with the regulations in this chapter;
(3) The applicant's proposed equipment and facilities are
adequate to protect health and minimize danger to life or
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property;
(4) The applicant's proposed procedures to protect health and to
minimize danger to life or property are adequate;

The foregoing pleading has demonstrated that Rockwell has not met its

burden to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 70.31(d) and 70.23(a), among

others. The standards for the Commission to grant of renewed license have

not been met, and the license, therefore, must not be renewed.

Wherefore, for all the foregoing reasons set forth above, the

undersigned Intervenor respectfully requests, as relief sought in the above

matter, that Rockwell International Rocketdyne undertake the recommendations

set forth by the ORAU Report (pp. 16-17) and, as they have repeatedly stated

in the Daily News and The Los Angeles Times newspapers, decontaminate,

decommission and dismantle the Hot Laboratory now. I respectfully request

that Rockwell International's Rocketdyne license application for renewal for

Special Nuclear Material number SNM-21 be denied.

Intervenor acknowledges the assistance of George J. Rembaum in the

preparation of this brief.

I affirm that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Dated this day, the 19th of February 1990 at Bell Canyon, California.

Jon Scott (
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SUBJECT: Site Visit to Santa Susana Field
Laboratory Operated byiokyllRocketdyne

FROM: reg?/ )#e eyChf
RO' Field Studies Branch, ORP

TO: Daniel M. Shane, On-Scene Coordinator,
Emergency Rlesponse Unit

On July 5, 1989, I reviewed documentation that your office had
assembled on the Rockwell/Rocketdyne Santa Susana Field Laboratory
(SSFL) located near Canoga Park, California. The purpose of my
consultation to your office was to help assess the relative
magnitudL of aealth hazards, health risks, past, present, and
future environmental problems and how Superfund, through your
office, might address thbse concerns.

In the two and a half days I spent in your office reviewing
that documentation, I studied previous Rocketdyne Environmental
Reports, contractor reports on wells and DOE site reviews. As I
communicated to you during my exit interview, it was my opinion
that I could not come to a conclusion about conditions relating to
the site without a visit which would include; discussions with
Rocketdyne' s laboratory personnel, my personally making
measurements on the various sites identified, and possibly
collecting environmental samples for radiation anal.jsis. You
arranged for your technical assistance team (T.A.T.) contractor,
Ecology and Environment, Inc., to prepare a site safety plan and
outline of measurements and sampling, protocol with my input
according to your internal procedures. Arrangements were made at
that time and in the following days for a site visit. I also made
assurances to the Ecology and Environment Corporate Health
Physicist, Jackie Gillings, that I wculd provide dosimetry and exit
persozrnel surveys for T.A.T. personnel working at my direction on
the SSFL site.
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Mr. Moore told me that approximately 10% of the soil will not pass
through the crucible, mainly due to the fact that the sand, clay
or pebble size Is too large. It is common practice that if one
wishes to obtain a uniform particle size, soil is ground in a
machine designed for this purpose. Two grams of soil are used in
a planchet for counting. Because of absorption of the alpha and
beta radioactivity within the soil, the procedure has highly
variable results. The procedure attempts to make a correction for
this but it is not adequate. The environmental report states that
samples are to be counted in a stainless steel planchet, but the
current SSFL procedure (Rockwell Document Number NOOIDWPOOOO8,
dated July 9, 1984) states that a coppe,- planchet is called for.
This also makes a difference in counting and calibratibn. I asked
Mr. Tuttle and Mr. Moore for the basis of the 500 degrees and was
shown an EPA procedure that is used to prepare a sample for an
analysis for americium-241 by alpha spectroscopy, an entirely
different procedure. I asked for documentation or references on the
validity of the procedure used by SSFL. I was told by Mr. Moore
that this procedure was worked out a long time ago and he did not
know where that documentation might be or if it existed. He also
stated that while the SSFL does participate in DOE/EML quality
assurance rounds, this procedure for soil is not included. Spike
samples have apparently never been prepared and run through this
procedure to provide internal quality control. I discussed this
procedure with Dr. Paul Hahn, an EPA radiochemint who has over 30
years experience in preparing and counting samples for
radioactivity, and he verified my conclusions. In short, gross
alpha and beta data on soil, even though it has indicated some
radiation arras on this site, is not a true representation of
conditions present in the environment. This 'procedure is a
screening method at best and is not an accurate quantitative
procedure.

Water samples are also collected on the SSFL site. The
procedure is to evaporat, the water to dryness and count for gross
alpha and beta radioactivity. I inspected typical samples and found
that alpha and beta self-absorption is, again, likely to be a
problem. I asked Mr. Moore for a typical beta countirn efficiency
for this procedure. Simply, this is a measure oa the ability of
the counter to detect radiation. Mr. Moore told ae that this is
typically 2 dpm/cpm (two disintegrations per minute per count per
minute) or 50%, I called the manufacturer of this counter and was
told that their specifications will only guarantee 45-47% with a
massless point source, something a water sample can never be. For
similar reasons as stated above, I doubt the validity of these
analyses an well.

Vegetation samples were collected until 1986. This was
stopped only two years after an internal SSFL review determined
that problems existed with alpha and beta counting and changes
should be made. I reviewed the procedure for vegetation counting.
It is similar to the soil counting in that the vegetation is
essentially ashed before counting and only one gram of ash is
analyzed. The procedure states: *Gently wash the vegetation in the



for inclusion at the time the report was published. Bill Watson
of .the California Department of Health Services, Environmental
Management 'Branch, assured ae that data was available and provided
to SSFL. Even if data was unavailable for inclusion in a previous
year's report, it should have be added as an addendum for the
following year's report. The unpublished 1988 report does not
contain information about 1987 omissions. This leads me to think
that the SSFL dosimetry program might not compare favorably with
the other groups. Systematic error that might be present in
dosimetry analyses might make SSFL dosimetry data look comparable
to itself but still may make these analyaes invalid or suspect.
A more thorough review needs to be conducted.

Also on July 12, you, your T.A.T. contractor, a representative
of the State of California, Department of Health Services,
Charles Myers, and myself met with SSFL staff to determine the
course of action regarding visiting contaminated or formerly
contaminated locations at SSFL. We reviewed several locations and
as a parting question you asked if there were any other locations
that SSFL personnel could tell us about that were not in the
environmental reports. The location which was shared with us we
later learned was near the Special Nuclear Materials Storage Area
and had involved a liquid cpill in the early 1960's. It was agreed
that we would look at that location along with the others.

On July 13, I prepared the T.A.T. contractor and myself to go
onto these locations. In accordance with arrangements X made with
the Ecology and Environment Corporate Health Physicist, I placed
"pocket" or "pencil" type gamma dosimeters on all T.A.T. personnel.
I extended that level of protection to both you and myself as wall.
No dosimeter accrued a measurable exposure during the course of the
day although dosimeters worn by Mr. Suter and Mr. Chambers of the
T.A.T. did drift off zero in the first two hours after charging.
This potential exposure is negligible. I also prepared a Ludlum
Model 19 Micro-R Gamma Scintillation Counter, an Eberline E-520
Geiger-Mueller Counter with both EP-260 and EP-270 Gamma Probes and
a Ludlum, Model 14C Geiger-Mueller Counter with a "pancake" type
gamma probe, all recently calibrated. The Ludlum 14C was used to
verify that contamination had not been removed from each location.
Zsch person from EPA and the contractor were surveyed with this
instrument following exit from each site and none were found to be
contaminated. We were escorted through the SSFL site by
Randy Ueshiro, at times by Mr. Tuttle, and Gary Lavagnino of the
Department of Energy, ESQA Division.

The first site visited was described as the "Old Sodium Burn
Pit, an area where radiologically contaminated materials had been
dumped at some time in the past. There were "Caution-Radioactive
Materials" signs around the perimeter of this pit. At one time,
a protective dike or bern around this area had washed away and
material from this pit waa allowed to move off this site in an
uncontrolled fashion. The dikes had been rebuilt and a concrete
gutter had been constructed on the upslope side of the pit to



specific gamma emitting isotopes and one for tritium.

The "Old Conservation Yard" was surveyed next. This is an area
which had recently been cleaned up by SSFL personnel because of
"high beta readings." The area was unremarkable at 13 - 15 AR/hr.
No samples were collected from this location for radioanalysis.

We then went to the "New Sodium Burn Pit Area." It was also
described as having "previously high beta readings" but again was
unremarkable at 18 - 20 diR/hr. No samples were collected for
radioanalysis.

The last site we visited was the site we had been told about
only the day before in the meeting with SSFL officials. It was
described as "Building 064, the Special Nuclear Materials Storage
Area." An area around this site was in the process of being cleaned
up. I spoke to a technician, Mr. Wallace, who was conducting a
survey of this area. He showed me an area of 60 pR/hr. I got a
shovel and upon digging at this location in about a foot was able
to increase the surface reading to 200 pR/hr. Mr. Wallace stated
that about 50 pCi/gm of beta radioactivity had been seen at this
site. SSFL personnel were unsure of the nature 3r time of the spill
at this location but were confident it was in the early 1960's.
Apparently SSFL environmental surveys had identified this site.
One soil sample to be analyzed for specific gamma emitting
radionuclides was collected at this site. A duplicate was also
collected for quality control of the contractor laboratory.

There are several reasons why I did not collect certain
environmental samples. Vegetation both on and off site was of
interest to me. The majority of grasses in the area were dry and
apparently had been that way for some time. I would have sampled
typical forage on which deer might browse, but SSUL personnel were
unsure about what these might be. Second, it might be necessary
once the gamma results are obtained from the contractor to go back
and get samples analyzed for Sr-89/90 or actually collect rew
samples. As you are aware, a contract laboratory for the
radioanalyses was selected without a review of their laboratory
performance. The Sr-89/90 analysis is extremely difficult and
tedious and It will be necessary to verify lab performance before
samples are analyzed so worthless data is not generated.

It is also important to comment on the audit that was
conducted by the Department of Energy in February 1989. This
document is in preliminary form and was supplied to me by your
office to assist in my review. DOE made an attempt to review many
aspects of the SSFL Environmental Program in this document. I echo
their concerns about the well and air sampling at SSFL and offaite.
Both of these items, as well as environmental sampling in general,
need to be reviewed for adequacy. DOE also identified some problems
In the Radiological Laboratory but did not do an extensive review.
The lack of a meteorological tower onsite was also mentioned as a
concern. -SFL uses the EPA code AIRDOS to define dose to affected
offaite areas. However, the tower information used is from the
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REVIEV OF SURP'LUS FACILITIES RADIULOGLCAL MOI4TURING
SANTA SUSANA FIELD LABORATORIES

VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Prepared by

J. D. Berger.

Environmiental Survey and Site Asseusment Program
Oak Ridge AAsociated Universities.

INTRODUCTION

In May 1988, the Department of Energy (DOE) conducted an internal review

of envirormencal activities in Area IV at the Rockwall/Rocketdyne-operaced

Santa Susana Field Laboratories (SSFL) Site in Ventura County, California.

While this survey did not find evidence of environmental problems, rep resenting

an immediate threat to human health, it did identify the presence of facilities

and land areas containing residual hazardous and/or radiological substances

from previous site operations. These residual materials are considered

poLential sources of soil and/or groundwater contamination; several areas of

groundwater contamination by chlorinated organ'ics were also identified, and an

expanded groundwater monitoring program was recommended.

Findings of this survey generated concern by residents of surrounding

communities. In response to these concerns the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) Region IX created a Work Group to ensure coordinated environmental

regulatory management of this site and on July 12-13, 1989, a site inspection

was conducted by the EPA Region IX Emergency Response Unit. This inspection

also identified some deficiencies in the SSFL envirotueental radiological

Prepared by the Energy/Environment Systems Division of Oak Ridge Associated
Universities, Oak Ridge, Tenrnssee, under Contract DE-ACO5-760R0O033 with the
U.S. Department of Energy.

December 12, 1989
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monitoring ptugram. hutL IL concurred with the 1988 DOe survey findings that the

site does nct Ltepresent an imminent health or environmental hazard.

Results or the DOE and EPA surveys, indicating radioactive material

contamination of facilities and land areas and Idencifying deficiencies in the

SSFL radiological monitoring program, raised concerns at the DOE San Francisco

Operations Office (DOE/SAN) and the DOE Office of Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE),

regarding the capabilities of the Rockwell/Rocketdyne program to accurately

assess the radiological status of its facilities. The DOE/NE Division of

Facility and Site Decommissioning therefore requested that the Environmental

Survey and Site Assessment Program of Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU)

review the SSFL radiological monitoring program, relative to capabilities for

identifying. characterizing. and decommisY!.ionin& sties associated with past and

currert, DOE activities. Hr. J. D. Berger, Director of the ORAU Environmental

Survey and Site Assessment Program (ESSAY), and Dr. C. F. Weaver, Senior

RadiochemisE with the ESSAP, visited the SSFL Site on September 28-29, 1989.

Discussions with SSFL staff members, document reviews, facllity tours, and

limited independent radiological monitoring of several facilities were

conducted at that time. Because of conflicting schedule demands, several key

SSFL Radiation and Nuclear Safety staff were unavailable during portions of the

site visit; addivionadl documentation was thus riequested and was provided to the

ORAU reviewers at a later date. The findings and recomuendations resulting

from the ORAU review are presented In this report.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The SanLa Susana Field Laboratories Site is located In southeastern

Ventura County, about 47 kilometers (29 miles) northwest of Los Angeles, at the

western border of the San Fernando Valley. It is situated on a plateau, near

Lhe crest of r.he Simi hills, about 300 meters (1000 teet) Rbore the Valley

floor. Surrounding terrain is rugged; zoning of neighboring pr.;perty is rural

or rural-agricultural. The nearest resiodent is about 2.1 kilometers

(1.3 miles) to the southeast. Population donsity in 1980 was estimated at

2



about 8,000,000 persons within 80 km (50 1) of the site. The climate of the

regtott is subtropical with mean monthly temperatures ranging from 100 C to the

mid 20's; the region is semi-arid with a mean rainfall of about 45 cm (17.hJ

in).

The nice comprises a total of approximately 1090 hectares (2700 acres) and

is divided into four administrative areas (Areas I-IV) and a Buffer Zone. DOE

programs are conducted in Area IV of the SSFL Site. This area consists of

about 117 ha (290 acres), owned by Rockwell, of which 36 ha (90 acres) are DOE

optioned land.

Since the early 1950s, Rockwell and its predecessor organizations have

conducted programs in Area IV of the SSFL for the Atomic Energy Commiasion,

Energy Research and Development Administration, and their successor, the

Department of Energy. These programs have included engineering, research and

development, testing, and manufacturing operations, primarily related to

nuclear reactor systems and components. In 1966 the Energy Technology

Engineering Center (ETEC) was established at this Site to provide engineering,

development, and testing of components for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactor Program. Although primarily conducting programs for DOE, the alte has

also conducted activities for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Department of

Defense, and other governmuent related or affiliated organizations and agencies.

Numerous facilities and associated land areas have become contaminated --

either as a result of their intentional use with radioactive material or

inadvertently -- with low-levels of radioactivity. Potential radioactive

contaminants identified at this site include uranium (depleted, natural, and

enriched). plutonium, americium-241, fission products (primarily cesium-137,

and strontium-90), activalion products (cobalt-60, europlum-152, nickAt-63,

promechium-147. and tantalum-182) and tritium. As facilities were removed from

service, Rockwell performed decontamination and/or stabilization. In 1985

Rockweil./RockeLdyne initiated a project to survey or resuzvey selected sites

where knowledge of the radiological status was felt to be inadequate.
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FINDINGS

Staffi_

The radiological monitoring program responsibilities reside with the

Radiation and Nuclear Safety group, managed by Mr. R. J. Tuttle. In addition

to the manager there are seven professional level staff positions in the group,

of which one Is a contact position. The Radiation and Nuclear Safety group is

supported by Radiation Instrument Services (three staff positions). Most of

the individuals in these organizations have multiple years of experience in

radiological monitoring and control related activities at SSFL; several of the

key individuals have been at the SSFL for 25-35 years and are thus well

acquainted with site activities and the history of radioactive materials usage

at the site. At the present time.there are two vacancies on the Radiation and

Nuclear Safety staff and one vacancy on the Radiation Instrument Services

staff; replacement of these vacancies is being pursued. In addition, the head

of the laboratory operations has announced Intentions - to retire in

approximately six months; replacement efforts and crosa-training in laboratory

activities have not yet been initiated. Several staff members appear to have

the major portion of the site radiological monitoring responsibilities, without

provisions for complete backup in their absences.

Although the current staffing level in considered adequate to perform the

necessary radiological monitoring and control services required for routine

.operations. significant additional demands are being placed on the staff to

respond to recent DOE and EPA reviews and concerns of nearby residents, the

State of California, federal and state legislative representatives,

miscellaneous independent environmental concern organizations, and the media.

An increased level of effort to identify and decontaminate ell facilities and

land areas is being sought. Such demands will likely require additional

wanpower, beyond that required for day-to-day operations.
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Equipment

Portable radiological monitoring and laboratory equipment are

state-of-the-art. Portable equipment includes a variety of detectors and

display instruments; this equipment is capable of measuring surface activity

and exposure rate levels to satisfy the DOE guidelines for decommissioning.

This Instrumentation appears to be well maintained and calibration was current

for the instruments observed during the site visit. Laboratory analytical

instrumentation includes a low-background gas proportional counter and a pulse

height analyzer with a 15% high-purity germanium gamma detector. The

laboratory does not have wet chemistry radio-analytical capabilities. As with

the portable instrumentation, the laboratory equipment appeared to be well

maintained and calibrated within the established SSFL procedures. (See item 3

for further discussion on calibration.) Although the proportional counter and

gamma spectrometer are adequate for most of the radionuclides and sample media

anticipated at SSFL, certain specific analyses. e.g. isotopic plutonium,

strontium-90, and tritium, must be performed by an outs-ide commercial

laboratory. The presence of tritium, promethium-147, and nickel-63 as

potential radionuclide contaminants may justify the on-site capabilities for

measurement uf these low-energy beta emitters in water and on filter papers

(smears and air samples); acquisition of a liquid scintillation counter would

provide that capability. Implementing wet chemistry capabilities is not

considered appropriate with the current staffing levels and anticipated sample

load.

Procedures

SSFL has documented procedures for many aspects of the radiological

monitoring program; however, detailed standard operating procedures have not

been prepared for some activities. For example, collection, preparation, and

analysis of samples are described in a document entitled "Radiological

Environmental Monltoring Program Sampling Procedures, Analysis Procedures, and

5
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Radioactivity Keasurement Methods,- but there is not a comparable Rockwell

procedure document, describing the methods for performing direct measurements

of alpha and beca-gamma surface activity and exposure rates or for performing

tests for removable contamination. It should be pointed out that individual

facility survey reports do describe instrumentation, measurement techniques,

and procedures used. Several of the pertinent radiological procedures reviewed

were issued 3 to 5 years ago; they are currently being revised in response to

recent audit recommendations.

SSFL has reviewed guidelines for residual radioactivity, relative to land

and facility use without'radiological controls, presently used by the DOE and

NRC, and has adopted the most restrictive of the values when there are

differences between the guidelines. The guidelines being used for surface

contamination of facilities are those used by both the hRC and DOE's Division

of Facility and Site Decommissioning. Exposure rate guidelines at SSFL (5 pR/h

above background) were adopted from NRC practices for reactor facility

decommissioning, they are more restrictive than chose being used byDOE and for

non-reactor NRC-.licensed facilities. With exception of Ra-226, Ra-228,

thorium, and uranium, neither the DOE or NRC have established generic

guldelinee for residual concentrations of radionuclides in soil. Instead, such

guidelines ace developekl, as needed, on a site specific basis. Therefore,

guidelines for such radlonuclides as Cx-137, Sr-90, Pu-239, Ni-63, and Co-60,

which are potential contaminants at SSFL, have not been established. Rockwell

has been using soil contamination guidelines of 46 pCt/g for gross alpha and

100 pCi/g for gross beta (these values include background). The gross alpha

value is comparable to levels for most nuclear fuel cycle materials (uranium

and plutonium) which have been used by the NRC. However, guideline levels for

Cs-137, Sr-90, and Co-60, which have been used for decommissioning at other DOE

and NRC sites, are typically equivalent to less than 100 pcA/& of gross beta

activity. Both DOE and NRC have developed procedures for establishing

site-specific soil guidelines; Mr. Moore of th4. SSFL staff attended a DOE

workshop on developing guidelines, using the RESRAD prokran, In mid September.

The use of gross alpha and gross beta guidelines for soil is not consistent

with the September 1986 DOE directive to report environmental data in terms of

6
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specific radlonuelides aiid does not enable comparisons of contaminatlon Levels

with established guidelines. In addition, while analysis for gross alpha and

gross beta is a useful "screening' technique for soil, It is not a reliable and

accurate quantitative technique for radiological analysis of soil. While gross

alpha and gross beta analyses were used for determining acceptance of

deconitaminated soil areas in the past, (in come cases with correlation by other

analyses), recent changes in procedures now require gama spectrometry or other

radionuclide specific evaluations. Gross alpha and gross beta analyses

continue to serve as screening techniques, particularly in the environmental

monitoring progtam.

Field survey techniques (sampling and measurement) are consistent with

those iIt use by Industry. government contractors, arid regulatory organizations,

involved III facility decommissioning activities. Instrumentation and

procedures are capable of measuring surface activity levels with adequate

sensitivity tv assure that current federal guidelines are being satisfied.

SSFL also performs statistical analysis of all survey data to 4emonstrate, on

the basis of cumulative probabilities, chat there is greater than a 90%

confidence level that guidelines are met. ORAU has had occasion to perform

confirmatory evaluations of several Rockwell facilities, which were being

deco••iasloned for release from NMC license restrictions. These included fuel

fabrication, areas at the DeSoto site (in Canoga Park) and the T05 (mixed

oxide) and T093 (L-85 reactor) facilities at SSFL. In each case, It was the

finding of the confirmatory survey that Rockwell's decommissioning activities

were effective and that data were adequate and accurately described the

radiological status of the facility. Several areas wtere the field survey

program could be Improved aLe.

a. Survey measureme(ILs and sampling locations should be referenceable to

tile state anti/or USGS erid system to enable fucure location, i.e.

following facility demolition and possible rebuilding.

b. Mitcu-R meters are used to scan soil areas to locate "hut-spots" of

gamaa-ewltLtli& radloutuclides for removal. Exposure rate measurements

at I m above U.he surface are used for the accept~q11te survey, following
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decontamination. Babed on findings of limited EPA and ORAU monitoring

at Buildln& T064 (see page 11) the scanning procedure does not appear

to ba.' effective in identifying all Samma whot spots" and the

Instrumentation and/or technique should be reevaluated.

c. A comprehensive listing of detection capabilities (sensitivities) for

the various field survey equipment and survey techniques should be

developed.

With (some exceptions, laboratory procedure are also consistent vith those

used by oLher organizations performing decommissioning activities. One of the

areas of concern is the past reliance on gross alpha and gross beta analyses of

soil. rather than conducting specific radionuclide analyses (see earlier

discuasion - page 7). Another concern, raised by the July 1989 EPA report. was

the possiblc loss by volatilization of cesium and strontium (and possibly other

radlonuclides) from soil samples, during a drying/ashing cycle at 500' C.

Procedures at EPA and DOE analytical labs typically recommend .tempdratures of

4504 C to 4800 C, without identifying concern for volatilization of cesium or

strontlun. Although the ORAU laboratory staff does not believe that

volatilization of these two elements should be a potential problem at 5000 C,

they rccommerd reducing the temperature to 4500 C, to be consistent with other

standard procadures. The effect of such temperatures on other potential

coritaminants should also be evaluated and laboratory procedures adjusted

accorditngly. In the am-ma spectrometry procedures, photopeak8 which are

potentially encumbered, are being, used for determination of certain

radlonuclides. For example, the 186.2 keY peak in being used for Ra-226 and

the 183.7 keV peak for U-235. Difficulties in resolving these close peaks and

possible shifts In peak location could result in misidencifying contaminants

and/or MiscAlculatiln concentrations. Use of alternate photopeaks, such as the

B5.214 (Ra-226 daughter) 609 key peak (equilibrium status must be considered)

and the V-235 143 keV peak, would provide more reliable measurements in cases

where buthl contaminants might be present. To estimate the level of U-238 in

soil, the Ra.?26 level is being measured, and an equilibrium state is assumed.

Thit approach will greatly underestimate the U-238 level in the case where the

8
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conLaminant is processed us..,lum, nuch as is the case at. SSFL. If fgas

spectrometry is to be performed for measuring U.238, either the 1.001 MeV

Pa-234m photopeak (very low abundance) or the Th-234 photopeaks at 63 keV or 93

keV (doublet) could be used. Camm& spectrometer calibration does not use a

simulated soil matrix. Although the effects are negligible at medium and high

photopeak energies, there can be & sLgni•icant change in calibration at

energies below 100 keV. The magnitude of the change vill be dependent upon the

energy, soil density, content of heavy elements in soil, and counting geometry

selected.

The QA (quality assurance) program, relative to radiological monitoring

for facility decommissloning, is described in the Rockwell procedures document,

"Radlological Environmental Monitoring Program Quality Assurance.* While this

program is very adequate in many areas, some aspects of the program do not

appear to have been implemented and some standard qA requirements have eitcher

not been incorporated Into the program or should be more specific. Equipment

calibration is in accordance with the established SSFL procedures and

appropriate ýfor the nuclides of concern; calibration source c~rtificates and

calibration records were reviewed and no deficiencies noted. The laboratory

and field conduct an adequate QC (quality control) program of regular

background and source checks of equipment response; documentation of results in

bood. Calculation procedures are also well documented with an adequate paper

trail of calculational program validation and records of changes to such

programs. A chain-of-custody procedure for samples has not been implemented.

Although the SSFL procedure requires documentation of personnel qualifications

for the various program activities, records supporting training arid

certification In specific laboratory and field survey procedures could not be

provided. Periodic internal audits of limited aspects of the program have been

performed by the Radiation and Nuclear Services group "ralemenc; the frequency

of such audits is not specified. The prograt hes not been included in QA

audits performed by other Rockwell organizatioTIs, DOE. or outside

organizations.

The laboratory performs analyses of spike, blank, duplicate, replicate,

and split samples, but the minimu= frequency or percentage oa such control
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analyses Is not specIfIed. ITle laboratory also participAtes In the Og/E.-1L

rnterlaboratory comparison program for selected radionuclides in air, water,

vegetation and suil samples; results have been acceptable, based on a review of

9/88 and 4/89 test results. Although samples for tritium and some other

specific nuclide analyses are performed by a commercial laboratory, Rockwell

does not include quality control samples (spikes, blanks, and duplicates) to

evaluate Lite performance of such veatdors.

Independent Monitoring of Selected Sites

Limited gamma monitoring with a sensitive sodium iodide scintillation

detector and countrate meter was performed at five facilities, for the purpose

of independently assessing the adequacy of decontamination efforts and/or

confirming radiological data and information presented in Rockwell survey

documents. Findings.are described below:

Conservation Yard

Contaminated surface soil had been recently (August 1989) removed from

about a 100 m2 area in the Conservatiot Yard (also known as the Old Salvage

Yard). The contaminant was identified as Csf137; levels were slightly above

100 pCi/g (gross beta). The follow-up survey report had not yet been

completed. Thorough near-surface gamma scans were performed over the

remediated area, and random scans were conducted at other locations in the

Conservation Yard. Ihere was no evidence of residual surface contamination by

ganMa emitting radionuclides (the instrumentation used for this survey is

capable of identifying smell areas of surface Cs-137 contamination at

concentratioTls of less than 10-15 pCi/g).

Old T028 Building Site

Building T028 was originally a seall test reactor facility and portions of

the buildLng were later used for uranium metal alloy operations. The upper
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story of tills facility has been removed; a survey in November 1988 concluded

that the remalnin& portions of the facility meet the guidelines for release

without radiologlcal restrictions. Limited surface scans were performed in the

remaining portions of the building, on the pad (floor of the demolished upper

sectiun), and around the surrounding grounds. Ambient background levels in

portions of this facility are 3 to 4 times higher than the typical SSFL area

background; due to stored radioactive materials at the nearby RKDF facility.

This .condition decreased the ability to identify very, low levels of residual

cositamination In small areas by the gaa scan; however, as with the

Conservation Yard area, no evidence of localized elevated readings, which would

suggest signiflcant residual contamination, were detected.

Building T064

Portions of the paved grounds and soils area near the entrance to the T064

(SQurce a&l Spectal iucleatr taterial Vault) Building became contaminated in the

early 1960s and partial cleanup vas performed at that time; more recently

(August and September 1989) further remedlation was performed. The contaminent

was identified as mixed fission products from a leaking (but empty) shipping

cask. Cleanup involved excavation of soil to remove an estimated 100 m2 of

contaiainated area. Cleanup was based on meeting a 5 MR/h (above background)

exposure rate at 1 m above the surface and satisfying the gross alpha and gross

beta soil levels of 46 pCi/g and 100 pCi/g, respectively. Gamma spectrometry

was also performed on soil samples. The report on follow.up monitoring was not

yet complete at the time of the review, and SSFL conclusions as to the

effectiveness of decontamination were therefore not available. Gamn= scanning

of the ramediated area identified several (about 6) small areas with contact

radiation levels 5 to 10 times the ambient background rate. The levels appear

to increase with depth. These findings suggest that there is residual

subsurface contamination at the site, which may be in excess of the •DE

guidelines. because there is no generic DOE guideline for Cs-137 in soil, SSFL

will be evaluating the residual contamination, using the RESRAD program.
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General above-background gamma levels and several "hot spotLs were noted

in a portion of the excavation, containing a clay pipe (similar to tile sewer

piping). Radiation arid Nuclear Services personnel could not identify the

purpose of the pipe or its outfall location. Because of the presence of

residual contamination in the vicinity of the exposed section of pipe, there is

a question as to whether the pipe had contained radioactively contaminated

liquids and whether there was an old leach field in the vicinity of the T064

Building, which might be contaainated.

Sodium Burn Pit

A December 1987 systematic survey of the Old Sod!um Disposal Facility

(Sodium Burn Pit) revealed areas of surface contamination containing Ca-137.

Sr-90, and uranium. This contamination is limited to small isolated areas of

the two former evaporation ponds. The survey did not address subsurface

conditions; however, the potential for subsurface contamination exists because

cleaned items were previously buried near the pit and the integrity of the

sodium reacting pool (pit) is unknown. Gamma surface scans of the pad, the two

former ponds, and some of the adjacent area, including several surface runoff

pathways, identified only several small areas of elevated direct radiation in

the ponds. These areas were the same ones identified by the July EPA survey.

Catch Pond and Old Leach Field Area for the Radioactive

Material Disposal Facility

Southwest of the Radioactive Material Disposal Facility (RMDF) is catch

basin for surface runoff from the facility grounds. The basin and the drainage

trough leading to this basin are concrete and have been coated with an asphalt

sealer. Contaminants are primarily Cs-137 and Sr-90. Ambient radiation levels

in portions of this area were slightly elevated, due to the proximity to the

RADF where radioactive material is processed and stored. Gaoma scans did not

identify any evidence of surface contamination around the edges of the catch.

basin, buc levels ranging from 10 to 15 times above background wern noted on

portions of the drainage trough. A thorough survey of this area has not yet

.bon cenduce e1.
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stLengthened. The following secilon containu & list of recorendotionx arising

frum the Cindings of this review. Many ot the defici.encies which were

identified are related to activities or lack of activities which could

adversely affect or make questionable the quality level of data. It is ORAU's

opinion that with relatively minor changes and additions to the present

radiological monitoring program, SSFL will be capable of conducting thorough

aud accuraLe assessments of the radiological status of the site. Portions of

the site have been recently evaluated, but additional data and Information are

needed to provide a comprehengive evaluation of soma of thone areas. Current

radiological data have not been developed for other portione of the site, some

uf which may contain residual contamination. An accelerated schedule or

expanded scope of site sutveys would likely require a level of effort, beyond

the currently avallable resources.
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KECOKXZDATIONS

1. Evaluate staffing requiremen t relative to the current and

anticipated workload. Actively pursue staff replacements and

additions, as determined appropriate. Initiate-plans for replacement

of laboratory head. Cross-train staff in key activities to provide

backup capabilities.

2. Evaluate potential low-energy beta analytical needs to determine

whether acquisition of a liquid scintillation counter would be coat

effective.

3. Develop additional detailed procedures,. covering aspects of the

radiological monitoring program such as motltoring surveys and

measurement of surface activity and exposure races. Finalize

revisions of procedures, as appropriate, and establish a regular

schedule for procedure review and update.

4. Develop guidelines for residual concentrations of radionuclides in

soils at SSFL. It Is suggested that the DOE RESRAD program be used

for this purpose.

5. Use gross alpha and gross beta soil analysis ontly foCr screening

purposes; develop radionuclide-specific analyses for evaluating soil

contamination levels.

6. Implement referencing of surveys to state and/or USGS grid systems.

7. Review surfuce gamwa scatniiug procedures fur iwproved Identification

of "hot-spuf.s" sidJ small areas of contanaination.

8. Develop a list of equipment detection capabilities.

16
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9. Modify drying/ashin& procedure for soil to reduce the peak

tcemperaturo to 4500 C. Also, evaluate possible effects of

temperature on lose of other potential contaminatats.

10. Evaluate use of alternate photopeaks for gauama spectrometry of

certain radionuclides.

11. Obtain a simulated soil matrix standard fur gamma spectrometer

calibration.

12. Develop a chaln-of-custody procedure for samples.

13. Initiate an auditable program of training and qualification of

personnel in radiolo6gcal monitoring procedures.

14. Develop and implement a program to assure periodic comprehensive

audits of radiological monitoring activities, related to

decommissioning. This program should include internal audits and

audits by Rockwell, DOE, and external agencies.

15. Initiate a program to including quality control samples for

evaiuating performance of commercial analytical laboratories.

16. Implement a program to systematically characterize the radiological

status of the entire SSFL Area IV site. This characterization should

include evaluations of surface activity levels on structures and in

surface and subsurface soils. The findiat•s should be compared to

applicable &uidelines, Including site-specific guidelines for soil,

as established by the DOE's Surplus Facilities Management Program.

17. Conduct additional Investigations of questlonable conditions,

identified aL the Lemediated are of the T064 facility.

17
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Departmenftof Energy
San Francisco Operations Office

1333 Broadway
Oakland, California 94612

September 15, 1989

The U.S. Department of Energy, under the leadership of
Secretary James D. Watkins, has set as a major goal the
restoration of public creditability for the Department to safely
operate its unique defense, research and test facilities. The
finalization of the Department's Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management Plan is a cornerstone of that effort.

This paper is intended to give all interested persons
insight into the features of this plan that are relevant to the
DOE facilities operating within Area IV of the Santa Susanna
Field Laboratory (SSFL). The SSFL is located in Southern Ventura
County near the crest of the Simi Hills at the western border of
the San Fernando Valley, California. The Rocketdyne Division of
Rockwell International Corporation has conducted research
activities for the Department on portions of this site since the
late 1950's. Rockwell also conducts business for NASA and other
federal and commercial sponsors in the Areas I - III of the SSFL.

Due to the significant local concern regarding the chemical
and radioactive contamination at the SSFL, it is important for
the public to understand how the Department intends to continue
to assess and cleanup the contamination at the site. The
Department is sincere in its desire to inform the public
regarding its plans. it is our hope that this paper provides a
clearer picture of those plans.

One final note: While this paper defines a number of
activities intended to clean up the Department's facilities at
SSFL and restore them to a condition safe for reuse, it is
important to understand that the SSFL does not present an
imminent health or environmental hazard to workers at SSFL or the
communities surrounding the site, as confirmed by the EPA
findings after its extensive inspection and survey at the site.

Donald W. Pearman
Acting Manager
San Francisco Operations Office



Summary of Environmental
Restoration and Waste

Management Plan
Provisions Relevant to
the Santa Susanna Field

Laboratory

Background

In May 1988, the Department of Energy conducted an internal
environmental survey of its activities in Area IV at the Santa
Susana Field Laboratories (SSFL) Site. In May 1989, a report of
the survey was released to the public. The survey made known the
presence of chemical and radioactive contamination in Area IV at
the SSFL. It also reported at least three areas at the site
where groundwater is chemically contaminated and stated that an
insufficient number of groundwater monitoring wells existed to
determine the extent of the contamination. However, the survey
found no environmental problems at SSFL that represent an
immediate threat to human health.

The communities surrounding the SSFL expressed a substantial
concern with the knowledge that the SSFL was contaminated. This
prompted numerous inquiries to Rockwell International (the
contract operator for the entire SSFL), the Department of Energy
and State and local regulatory agencies regarding the
environmental conditions at the site. A substantial amount of
information was subsequently provided to community groups and the
media. In response to a request from Congressman Gallegly, the
environmental conditions at the site were independently reviewed
by EPA Region IX. In addition to its review, the EPA also
prepared a report on the ongoing and planned environmental
activities at the site, and recommendations for future actions.

The EPA's report was issued on July 31, 1989 and confirmed
earlier findings by DOE and Rockwell International that "this
site (SSFL) does not represent an imminent health or
environmental hazard." The report recommended review and
appropriate modification to Rockwell's environmental monitoring
program, additional status reporting, the development of a
community outreach plan, additional environmental auditing and
further meetings of the SSFL working group which the EPA created
to include representatives from all the regulatory agencies
involved with the site.

DOE's Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Five-Year
Plan

The Department of Energy has developed a plan for cleanup
and management of waste materials generated from the Department's
operations. The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
Five-Year Plan outlines an aggressive effort to identify and plan
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for environmental compliance and cleanup activities at all of the
Department's sites.

The purpose of the Five-Year Plan is to establish an agenda
for compliance and cleanup against which progress will be
measured. The Plan commits the Department to a 30-year goal for
environmental restoration, and to an open and participatory
process for developing a national priority system for expenditure
of funds. This system will be based on scientific principles and
risk reduction in terms that are understandable to the public.
The Plan will be revised annually, with a five-year planning
horizon.

Over the next several months, the San Francisco Operations
Office will be completing implementation plans which will
specifically address how the provisions of the Five-Year Plan
will be carried out at each of its sites, including the Santa
Susana Field Laboratory. The plans are scheduled to be completed
by January 1990.

The Plan prioritizes the activities proposed for each of
DOE's sites. The definition of these priorities are:

PRIORITY I

Includes activities necessary to prevent near-term adverse
impL-ts on workers, the public, or the environment. Included as
a subset are ongoing activities that, if terminated, could result
in significant program or resource impacts.

PRIORITY 2

Includes activities necess'ry for compliance with existing
agreements between DOE an:' lederal, state, and local agencies,
that were not captured by Priority 1.

PRIORITY 3

Includes those additional activities that would further reduce
risks, promote full compliance, be cost effective, and prevent
disruption of ongoing DOE missions, that were not captured by
Priority 1 and 2.

PRIORITY 4

Includes activities that go beyond external regulations but are
included in DOE orders or in industry-accepted standards not
required by regulations, that were not captured by Priority 1, 2,
and 3.

Provisions of the Plan Relevant to SSFL

While the Plan is termed a "Five-Year Plan," it includes
estimated funding requirements, by priority level, over a seven
year period (FY 1989 - FY 1995). For the SSFL, total funding
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requirements are estimated at $45.5 million. (To put this amount
in perspective, the total funding requirement for all DOE sites
for the same period is approximately $23 billion). The Plan
contains SSFL activities that have been identified as priority
one, three and four:

PRIORITY ONE SSFL ACTIVITIES:

Priority one activities proposed for the SSFL total
approximately $19.3 million over the planning period. The
Environmental Protection Agency has affirmed that no immediate
health or-environmental hazards exists at the Site. The ongoing
or continuing activities are as follows:

Continue ongoing decontamination and decommissioning of
Atomics International Hot Call (estimated cost @ $10 million for
FY89-90) following completion of its DOE missions in fuel
decladding.

Continue ongoing decontamination and decommissioning of Bldg
59 (estimated cost @ $7.3 million through FY 1992) to remove all
activated steel and concrete structural materials. Contaminated
materials will be disposed of at an authorized DOE disposal site
and the facility will be released for use without radiological
restrictions.

Continue ongoing hazardous waste management activities
(estimated cost @ $133K through FY 1992) including disposal of
mixed waste.

Continue Building 24 surveillance and maintenance (estimated
cost @ $149K through FY 1994) to ensure that it is radiologicblly
safe.

Continue surveillance and maintenance of Radioactive
Materials Disposal Facility--RMDF (estimated cost @ $1.6M through
FY 1995) to ensure radiological safety.

Continue Building 5 surveillance and maintenance (estimated
cost @ $20K through FY 1991) to ensure the radioactive
contamination is contained within exhaust ducting, scrubbers and
filter plenium.

Provide continued surveillance and maintenance at 6 SSFL
work areas (estimated cost @ $55K through FY 1991).Surveillance
and maintenance activities are coordinated with ongoing or
subsequent decontamination activities.

PRIORITY TWO ACTIVITIES: NONE

PRIORITY THREE ACTIVITIES:

Priority three activities proposed for the SSFL are
estimated at $14.8 million over the planning period as follows:
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Continue SSFL "Burn Pit" area (Bldg 886) assessment and
cleanup (estimated cost @ $7.3 million through FY 1993), assess
remedial action alternatives, decontaminate and decommission the
area.

Provide waste water disposal system (estimated cost @ $2.9
million through FY 1991) design, procurement and installation for
the waste water effluents from ETEC's Sodium Components Test
Installation (SCTI).

Install impervious revetments around fuel/chemical tanks
(estimated cost @ $864K through FY 1992) and provide secondary
containment for chemical storage buildings.

Perform groundwater assessments (estimated cost @ $1.5M
through FY 1995) of used waste areas containing drum and storage
equipment. Other activities include surveillance, maintenance
and installation of monitoring wells.

Dispose of alkali metals (estimated cost @ $1.2M through FY
1991) including hydrides from former SNAP space power and central
station.

Dispose of cold traps (estimated cost @ $770K through FY
1992) including the 14 sodium oxide cold traps, and 18/55-
gallon drums of liquid metal waste from ETEC operations.

Perform noncompliant facility requirements (estimated
cost @ $280K through FY 1993) including obtaining RCRA mixed
waste permit for the RMDF, installing storage sheds for
radioactive materials, removing underground tanks and cleaning up
contaminated grounds.

PRIORITY FOUR ACTIVITIES:

Priority four activities proposed for the SSFL total $11.4
million over the planning period as follows:

Assess, decontaminate and decommission (estimated
cost @ $4.8 million through FY 1994) of radioactive contamination
in Bldg 024 reactor test vaults, assess remedial action
alternatives, and remove activated steel and concrete.
Contaminated materials will be disposed of at a DOE disposal
site. A survey of the facility will be made to release it for
use without radiological restrictions.

Decontaminate and decommission (estimated cost @ $3.2
million through FY 1995) the radioactive and chemical
contamination level at the Radioactive Materials Disposal
Facility complex, assess remedial alternatives, decontaminate
grounds, and
restore land to its natural state.

Design, procure, and construct (estimated cost @ $1.5
million through FY 1991) the SCTI NOX emission control to reduce
NOX emission levels.

J



Decontaminate and decommission (estimated cost @ $1.4
million through FY 1992) the contaminated SSFL work areas
identified in radiological survey that includes Bldg 009, grounds
at Bldg 064, Bldg 029, the Old Conservation Yards, Bldg 012, and
trenches at Bldg 100.

Assess, decontaminate and decommission (estimated cost @
$471K through FY 1991) the radioactive contamination in Bldg 005
exhaust ducting and filter plenums for the release of Bldg 005 to
use without radiological restrictions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Previous efforts to assess the hazardous waste disposal activities at the
Rockwell International Santa Susan& Field Laboratory (SSFL) have dealt
with particular areas within the facility, but have never addresseJ the
entire facility as a whole. Some areas within the SSFL belong to the
federal government, while others are owned and operated by Rockwell
International, a private corporation.

In order to determine whether the facility as a vhole may be eligible for
the Soperfund National Priorities List, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) requested Ecology and Environment, Inc.'s Field
Investigation Team (FIT) to conduct a review of the available
documentation pertaining to hazardous waste activities at the SSFL and
evaluate the facility with respect to the Hazard Ranking System set up in
the Comprehensive Environmental Resource Conservation, Liability, and
Compensation Act (CERCLA) of 1980. EPA's strategy for determination of
further action under CERCLA is based solely on a site's potential to
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TABLE I

WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES
Santa Susana Field Laboratory

Rockvell International Corporation - Rocketdyne Division
Simi Hill, Ventura County, California

FACILITY USE WASTE

AREA I -

APTF Ponds
2

#1
T2

L.ETF Pond 2

Burn Pit Area 1

Potassium Loop 3

Perimeter Discharge Pond

R-1 Reservoir

Cooling vater catchment
and Emergency Spill
Containment and Treatment

Waste Treatment and Storage

Waste Treatment and Storage

Inactive Testing Facility

Water Containment and Storage

Water Storage

Kerosene-based fuels (skimmed off)

Nitric Acid (DO02) (neutralized)
Monomethylhydrazine (P068) (treated with
hydrogen peroxide, if spilled)

Corrosive liquids - NaOH, NaF - (Held fo

disposal in Class I landfill)

Solid Propellants and Explosives (burned
and disposed of in Class I or regular
landfill depending on constitnents

Metallic potassium meal (D003) - avaitin
closure

Kerosene-base Fuel, Nitric Acid,
Monomethyl Hydrazine, Trichloroethene,
I,1,1-Trichloroethane, Freon, Corrosive
Liquids

Kerosene-base Fuel, Nitric Acid,
Monomethyl Hydrazine, Trichloroethene,
1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Freon, Corrosive
Liquids

1
2
3

Active RCRA Facility
Undergoing RCRA Closure-Not Used Since November 1985
Already Closed Under RCRA

a/kj/rockvell/tbl



FACILITT USE VASTE

AREA II (con' t)

Delta Impoundment 2 Rinsate and Spill
Containment

ABSP Pond 2  Cooling water catchment
and Spill Containment

Alfa Tank 4
Storage Tank

Drum StoragePCB Storage Area1

Hazardous Vaste Storage

Bravo Skim Pond

Alfa Skim Pond

Alfa Retention Pond

Coca Skim Pond 5

Inhibited Red Fuming Nitric Acid
(oxidizer), cryogenic fluorine and
hydrogen, kerosene-based fuels,
hydrazines, chlorinated and flourinated
solvents.

Kerosene-based fuels (skimmed off),
chlorinated solvents, hydraulic oil.

Stores spent TCE until removed for

reclamation

PCBs and Hazardous Vastes

Solvents, alcohol, kerosene, oil, paint
thinner, turco descalent, and lab packs

Kerosene-base Fuel, Trichloroethene,
1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Freon

Kerosene-base Fuel, Trichloroethene,
1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Freon

Kerosene-base Fuel, Trichloroethene,
1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Freon

Kerosene-base Fuel, Trichloroethene,
1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Freon

Drum storage area

Catchment for Bravo-Test Area
Emergency Spill Contaiment

Catchment for Alfa Test Area
Emergency Spill Contaiment

Catchment for Alfa Test Area
Emergency Spill Contaiment

Catchment for Coca Test Area
Emergency Spill Contaiment

1 Active RCRA Facility
2 Undergoing RCRA Closure-Not Used since 1985
4 Generator Only
5 Inactive

a/kj/rockvell/tbl



FACILITY

Sodium Burn Pht
(B886)

SPE Vatershed

SNAP Reactor Bldg.
(B059)

Old Landfill

RMDF Leachfield

Old Conservation
Yard

ESADA Chemical
Storage Yard

Building 100 Trench

S.E. Drum
Storage Yard

Nev Conservation
Yard

Sodium Burn1

Facility (B133)

1 Action RCRA Facility

a/kj/rockvell/tbl

USE VA STE

Treatment and Disposal

Runoff from SRE buildings

Croundvater contamination
from Bldg. 059

Drum Storage or disposal

Accidental release of
contaminated vastevater

Drum and equipment storage

Drum Storage

Burning and Disposal

Drum Storage

Drum and equipment storage

Equipment Storage

Metallic sodium, NaK, kerosene, organic
solvents, diesel fuel, oil and gease,
PCBs, PCTs, terphenyls and biphenyls,
cesium-137

Asbestos

Cobalt-60, chlorinated solvents

Oil and grease, alcohols, sodium and
sodium reaction products, phosphoric
acid, and asbestos

Strontium-90 and Yttrium-90

Unknovn

Alcohols and unknovn others

Construction debris and possibly
hazardous vastes

Unknovn

Unknovn

Metallic sodium - high pH soils



samples came primarily from the use of solvents at the rocket engine test
stands. Other suspected sources are the pavement vashdovn areas,
laboratory solvent use areas, and impoundments that received spills or
discharges (2). The groundvater beneath the facility forms a regional
groundvater high, so there are no upgradient sources of contaminants and
background levels should be zero.

Although VOC contamination has been documented beneath the facility,
existing off-site data does not shov that any contamination has migrated
off-site. This may be due to the complex nature of the groundwater
system (see 3.4 Groundwater) and the sparce off-site monitoring data.
There is believed to be a large cone of depression in the groundwater
beneath the facility resulting from.long-time vithdravals of groundvater
for Irkdustrial uses that say have prevented the off-site miftation of
groundvater contamninats (4).

Thtre are two areas of suspected radioactive contamination of groundwater
in Area IV. The subterranean levels of Building 059 formerly housed the
Space Nuclear Auxiliary Pover (SNAP) prototype reactor and contain sand
and equipment contaminated vith cobalt-60. Groundwater has seeped into
the building and has become radioactively contaminated. A program of
controlled groundwater pumpage has lowered the groundwater level beneath
the building and kept a water level depression in the area to prevent the
migration of contaminated vater Avay from the building. There has been
insufficient monitoring around the area to determine the extent of
groundwater contamination and whether any radioactive contamination has
migrated from the building area (5).

In the 1970s, there vas an accidental spill of radioactively-contaminated
water from a tank in the Radioactive Materials Disposal Facility (RMDF)
area. Vhile investigating the results of this spill radiation was found
in the soil beneath the RMDF leachfield. It is believed that in the
early 1960s, vater containing strontium-90 and yttrium-90 was
accidentally released to the sanitary sever leachfield for the RMDF.
After finding this contamination, the soil in the area vas excavated and
the joints and fractures in the Chatsvorth Formation vere sealed vith
asphalt. Hovever, there is still a high probability that radioactive
contaminants have been released to the groundvater beneath this area.
This potential observed release has not been fully investigated (5).

There has been no observed release of contaminants to surface water
documented from the site. Surface runoff contaminated vith metals, VOCs,
and asbestos has been detected, but there has not been sufficient
monitoring to determine if this contamination has reached any surface
vater bodies. Therefore, an an observed release to surface rater has not
beep established (See Section 3.5 Surface Vater).

3.3 Vaste Type and Quantitl

Since 1949, the SSFL has been the site of a vide variety of research,
development, and testing activities. Chemicals used in these operations
include organic solvents, chiefly TCE, hydrazine fuels, oxidizers,
kerosene-based fuels, and liquid metals, such as sodium and potassium.
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Eighty-nine drums containing such materials as oils, alcohols, sodium and
sodium reaction products, grease, phosphoric acid and asbestos were
removed in the early 1980s from an unregulated temporary drum storage
area referred to as the Old Landfill in Area IV (7). Hydrocarbon and
cesium-137 contamination vas detected in the soils at the Old
Conservation Yard (6). Aerial photographs shoved that hundreds of drums
Vere stored there in the 1960s and 1970s vith no containment structures.
There is a RCRA-regulated PCB storage area in.Area II vhere drums of PCBs
and other hazardous vastes are stored. This area is properly enclosed
and seems to be in compliance vith its RCRA permit.

Although records that document the type or amount of vastes disposed of
at the Old Sodium Burn Pit in Area IV are not available, the amount of
soil contamination found there during a DOE-CERCLA investigation
Indicates that the quantity of vastes disposed of vas significant. An
area of approximately 50,000 square feet vas found to be contaminated
with VOCs, metals, oil and grease, PCBs, polychlorinated terphenyls
(PCTs), terphenyls, and biphenyls. In addition, radioactive cesium-137
vas found in soil samples in this area (7).

Area IV has been the Site of the Liquid Metal Breeder Reactor Program
since 1966, Radioactive wastes from this program consist of both
high-activity and low-level wastes. High activity wastes generally
contain activation products such as cobalt-60 from fuel contact. Process
operations and cleanup activities generate low-level vastes contaminated
vith uranium, thorium, or plutonium. .A small -quantity of vastesis
generated from research programs (5).

The handling of radioactive vastes, Including treatment and storage,
takes place at the Radioactive Materials Disposal Facility (RMDF). Waste
treatment consists of the solidification and evaporation of low-level
vastes. These wastes are then placed in 55-gallon drums for shipment to
an off-site. radioactive vaste disposal.facility. In February 1989, 11
drums containing low-level transuranic (TRU) wastes (by-products of
uranium decay), were in storage (5).

High-activity materials such as irradiated fuel elements are not treated
on-site. They are stored in below-grade vaults designed for the storage
of fuel elements or high-activity vastes (5). Existing information does
not indicate if these vastes are transported off-site for final disposal,
or accumulated in the vaults.

There are tvo areas of suspected radioactive contamination of
groundwater. The subterranean levels of Building 059 that formerly
housed the Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP) prototype reactor contain
sand and equipment contaminated with cobalt-60. Groundwater has seeped
Intobthe building and has become contaminated. A program of controlled
groundvater pumpage has lovered the groundwater level beneath the
building and kept a vater level depression there to prevent the migration
of contaminated vater from the building. There is insufficient
monitoring around the area to determine if the program has been
successful (5).
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pumpage of groundwater from the facility's vater supply yells for
industrial usage has reportedly created a large cone of depression that
may have trapped the contaminants beneath the site (4). Additional
off-site monitoring is needed to confirm this assumption.

There is potential radioactive contamination of the groundwater from two
sources in Area IV: the SNAP reactor facility (BLDG 029) and the RMDF
leachfield. Additional monitoring in the area of these facilities is
needed to determine the presence and extent of radioactive contamination.

The groundwater in the Chatsvorth Formation is not used as a major source
of drinking water. The SSFL is provided vith bottled water from several
licensed suppliers for use as drinking water. The Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California supplies the local water purveyors with
drinking water from imported surface water. No municipal drinking water
is derived from groundwater. The Southern California Water Company, a
community vater purveyor, has a stand-by well vithin three miles of the
SSFL, but the well has not been used in at least 10 years (8).

A preliminary assessment for Area II performed in 1988 identified 400
private domestic wells within three miles of the facility (9). A well

umm~U tkltmO W~ kht tLuAXiV$'% V\M ptI110%' ýTjl Vn 199
identified 16 wells vithin one silo of the Site, IS of whith vire
Inactive-(no operable pump Instal-led) (10)-. The sixteenthwvell-vas only
used for lawn irrigation. A hydrologist for the-Ventura County
Department of Water Resources felt that "many" of the 400 domestic vells
may be inactive. This is based on the current availability of municipal
water supplies and the'relatively high salinity of the groundwater.

The mean total dissolved solids concentration found in samples from the
Chatsvorth Formation veils on-site is approximately 670 milligrams per
liter (mg/i) (4). The California Recommended Maximum Contaminant Level
(HCL) for total dissolved solids is 500 mg/l, indicating that the water
from the Chatsvorth Formation may be more saline than is acceptable for
drinking water usage.

The SSFL has 17 water supply wells that were constructed prior to 1960.
These vells provide about 58 million gallons of water per year for
sanitary, cooling, and other industrial uses (2). The net seasonal
precipitation for the area is about 1.5 inches per year (12).

3.5 Surface Vater

The SSFL is located on a plateau in the Simi Bills. Ninety percent of
the facility drains to the southeast through Bell Canyon Creek (7).
Approximately five miles from the site, this creek joins the Los Angeles
River, which flows through Los Angeles to the Pacific Ocean at Long Beach
(13). The other 10 percent of the site drains north into the Simi Valley
through ephemeral drainages in Runkle and Meter Canyons. These canyons
meet up vith Arroyo Simi or Conejo Creek about three miles north of the
facility. These streams merge near Camarillo to form Calleguas Creek,
which then flows to the Pacific Ocean at Point Magu (2).
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3.6 Air

Air Pollution controls and permits at the SSFL are regulated by the
Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (VCAPCD). Host of the
permitted facilities are conventional combustion units, with the
exception of the coal gasification unit, the sodium heaters, the loy
nitrous and sulfurous oxide coubustor, and the sodium burn facility.
VCAPCD inspects the facility regularly and has found it in full
compliance with its permits (16).

TCE and other organic chemicals are highly volatile, and with the high
concentrations of TCE found in the groundwater, the potential for a
release of contaminants to the air due to the use of contaminated
groundvater must be considered. There are two carbon adsorption/air
stripping tovers that operate as part of the on-site groundwater
extraction and treatment program. VCAPCD claims that no detectable
concentrations of TCE are being released from these towers (16).

TCE-contaminated groundvater is used to flush rocket engines after
testing. The flush water is made up of rt•.ut 15 percent groundwater with
an average TCE concentration of 600 ug/l • The other 85 percent of the
flush water is supplied municipal water. Approximately 80 to 300 gallons
of water are used in a five minute period for each test (16). Because of
the loy volume of contaminated water used and the short duration of the
flush, the amount of TCE potentially released to the air from these
operations is probably lov.

TCE Is also still used as a solvent flush following rocket engine tests
(3). There is reportedly a TCE capture system in place, but the dttails
were not available for this report. It is not knovn if any TCE is
released to the air or the surface vater impoundments from these tests.
TCE in the surface impoundments would evaporate into the air, the amount
depending on its concentration. Additional information is needed to
determine if these testing sites and surface impoundments may potentially
release hazardous concentrations of TCE to the air.

In the early days of rocket testing, rocket fuels contained high levels
of beryllium. Particles of beryllium were released to the air and
settled on the soil around the facility. Rockwell states that the
beryllium-contaminated soils were removed after the use of
beryllium-containing fuels was discontinued. There is some concern,
however, that there may still be concentrations of beryllium in the soil
that. when picked up by the wind, could pose a threat to human health
(17).

Radkonuclides have been eritted from three sources in Area IV of the
SSFL: the Radioactive Material Disposal Facility (RMDF), the Hot
Laboratory, and the Nuclear Materials Development Facility (NMDF). The
RHDF consists of several buildings where radioactive wastes are
decontaminated and packaged for off-site disposal. The Hot Laboratory is
used principally to examine irradiated fuel and prepare it for
reprocessing. It is licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory CoMtisiaon (NRC)
under Special Nuclear Materials License SNM-21. The Hot Laboratory has
been undergoing reconstruction since 1987, and operations involving
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A review of recent reports piepared to assess the hazard potential from-
various parts of the facility show 1hat there are several vaste
management facilities at the site that may have introduced hazardous
chemicals Into the environment. There are eleven surface impoundments
that are regylated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976 and are undergoing closure or have been closed. Approximately 870
tons of vastes, consisting of organic solvents, hydrazine fuels,
oxidizers, and others, vere released to nine of these ponds in 25 years
of use. Most of these ponds had either inadequate or no linings.

In addition to surface Impoundments, there were several vaste and
equipment storage areas where drums of vastes vere stored possibly
vithout proper spill containment. Two areas have released contamina-
tion tQ soil and/or groundvater, and pose a continuing threat to the
environment. These areas are the Old Sodium Burn Pit and an area near
the Sodium Burn Facility. Soil near the Burn Pit is contaminated vith
organic compounds, metals, polychlorinated biphenyls, metals, cesium-137,
and other contaminants. Asbestos vws found in a runoff sample taken
behind the Sodium Burn Facility (Building 133).

Extensive groundwater testing has shown that the groundvater beneath the
facility is contaminated with volatile organic compounds.
Trichloroethylene has been found in one yell at concentrations of at
least 5,200 micrograms per liter. "The'maximum contaminant level for
drinking water for trichloroethylene is 5 micrograms per liter. Off-site
yell testing has not shown any groundwater contamination migration avay
from the facility, although this say be due to a lack of effective
off-site monitoring. There is extensive on-site groundwater pumpage that
may be preventing groundwater flow from leaving the site.

Groundvater is not used as a primary source of drinking vater vithin
three miles of the site. Most of the area is provided with potable vater
by water purveyors that receive their water from the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California. The District imports the water from
distant surface waters. There are potentially 400 private domestic veils
within a three-mile radius of the site. It is possible, however, that
many of these vells are inactive due to the current availability of
municipal supplies and the relatively high salinity of the groundvater.
The facility uses groundwater for sanitation, industrial, and cooling
purposes, but provides bottled water for drinking.

Most of the surface water runoff from the site is regulated through the
facility's vater reclamation system. The facility has a discharge permit
for tvo release locations that are tributary to the Los Angeles River.
Surface water runoff from the northern ten percent of the facility may
not be collected in the on-site system and drain into canyons leading
into the Simi Valley. Tvo areas of soil contamination fall into this
orea and may contaminate runoff vith polychlorinated biphenyls, organic
solvents, metals, and asbestos. Surface water is not used for any
purpose except possibly groundwater recharge, and then only in periods of
high rainfall. There are no documented sensitive environments within one
mile of the site, but a federally endangered species may reside in the
Arroyo Sii., the drainage channel that site runoff enters three miles
from the site.
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CONTACT REPORT

AGENCY/APFILIATION: Ventura Co. Air Pollution Control District

DEPARTKENT

ADDRES S/CITY:

COUNTT/STATE/ZIP:

CONTACT(S) TTLE ?BUONE

1. Al Danzig (805) 654-2806

2.

9 & E PERSON KAKIG CONTACT: Karen Johnson DATE: 7/12/89

SUBJECT: Air Emissions

SMT NAME: Rockwell SSFL EPA ID#:

Mr. Danzig does not feel there is an air emissions pro blem at SSFL. They
regularly monitor and inspect for compliance and for several years at
least, the SSFL has been in compliance.

TCE - there are 2 air stripping tovers as part of their CV
decontamination effort. These tovers have charcoal absorbers (?) and
emissions from tovers have shown no detectable concentrations of TCE.

The facility also uses contaminated vater (600 ppb.TCE) in their rocket
vash/cool dovn process. They use 15X contaminated (600ppb TCE) v/85X
fresh water at a volume of 80 to 300 gallons per test. Each test lasts
for about 5 minutes. This test doesn't violate any standards and the TCE
volatilized is barely above background.

No actual air monitoring for concentration vith respect to background has
been done, hovever, the State Air Resource Control Board vill be doing
some monitoring/sampling soon.

In Mr. Danzig's opinion, the APCD can say there's no air emissions
problem because the k.nov the sources, and they are lou but no sampling
ha btcn dOne.
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CONTACT REPORT

AGECY4/AFFILIATI ON:

DEPARTMENT : Air Toxics

ADDRESS/CrTr:

CODITT/STATE/ZIP:

CONTACT(S) TITLE PEONE

1. Mike Stenburg

2.

E & E PfSON RARING CONTACT: DATE:

SUBJECT:

SMT NAME: EPA IDI:

There are 10 or more permits issued by the APCD for air emissions. There
is no permit for the quenching operation that uses TCE contaminated GV.

There is some concern about beryllium in the soil being picked up In the
vind. Be vas used in rocket propellants until 1968. Rockvell says that
contaminated soil has been removed, but Hr. Stenburg questions the
thoroughness.

With respect to TCE and Be, there definitely needs to be some air
sampling!
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CONTACT REPORT

AGMMCT/AFILIATI ON: DOHS

DEFARTKKWT : TSCD

ADDRESS/CITY:

(XUNTY/rSTATS/ZIP:

SO~rACT(S) TITLE POORE

1. Florei ce Pearson Senior Bax Nat Spec. (818)567-3100

2.

B & 5 PERSOM KArM CONrTAcz Karen Johnson DATE:7/13/89

SUBJECT: DOES feelings about site

SIT= MAKE: Rockvell SSFL EPA ID#:

She said that the DOHS does not knov enough about the facility and its
current activities to determine if there are still activities that could
release contaminants.

The next step for DOES is to do an RFA for the entire facility. She does
not thing there are any immediate concerns and the RFA may not be done
right avay.
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CONTACT REPORT

AGENCTI/AFFILIATION: Ventura County Public Works

DEPARTMENT : Flood Control and Water Resources

AOESS/CITT:

C•)UNTT/STATK/ZIP:

COACT(S) TITLZ ?HOME

1. La Verne Boffman Bydrologist (805) 654-2907

2.

9 L 9 PERSON MAKING CONTACT: Karen Johnson DATE: 7/15/89

SUBJECT: GV Usage

SITE N/AME: Rockvell SSFL EPA ID#:

Mr. Hoffman vas cited as part of the reference in the PA for Area Ii as
stating that therp are 400 domestic veils vithin 3 miles. I asked him if
he knev hov many vere currently active. Be suspected that at most only a
handful vere still operating. No yells have been drilled recently and
most of the area is nov provided vith municipal vater. Be said that
10-12 years ago, he did a vell canvass in Section 16 and along Smith Road
there vere some yells active. He said that the only way to knov for sure
vould be to go out and canvas the area nov.
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CONTACT REPORT

AGECT/AFFILIATION: Ventura County Vater Vorks District #8

DEPhRTKEfT:

ADCRESS/CITT: Simi Valley

COUITY/STATN/ZIPz Ventura, CA

coNTACr(S) TII HN

1. Chip. Tovnsend Vater Supervisor (805) 583-0393

2.

9 & 2 PERSON MAKI COfrTACT: Karen Johnson DATR: 2/9/89

SUMJECT: Vater use in Simi Valley

SITE HAKE: Rockvell SSFL W1 and #2 EPA IM: CAD982399719
CAD982399776

All vater for the Simi Valley (including the Rockvell Facility) is provided
by WVD#8. They get the vater from MVD from the Colorado River or N. CA.
No GV is used at all. Heier Cyn residents also use MVD vater (from Las
Virgines Water district). The Arroyo Simi is not used In the Simi Valley.
Chip thinks that the vater that occasionally flovs dovn to Oxnard Is diverted
there and used as recharge for the aquifer beneath the Oxnard Plain.
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I. FOREWORD
On July 12 and 13, 1989, personnel from the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency Went to Rockwell International's
Santa Susana Field Laboratory, near Simi Hills, CA to review
laboratory operations and collect environmental samples. The
samples were collected from specific areas onsite where evidence
of radiological or hazardous materials contamination had been
found.

This report addresses only radiological analyses performed
by the contractor used by EPA for this project, Controls for
Environmental Pollution, Inc. (CEP). Samples were collected and
shipped with EPA direction by the EPA technical assistance team
contractor, Ecology and Environment, Inc.

Delays were encountered during EPA review of CEP data
because it was discovered that CEP had made an error that reduced
the number of radionuclides that were reported. In order to
assure validity and quality of data, EPA requested complete
spectral, radioisotope library, and minimum detectable activity
data on each environmental sample collected. This review process
necessitated that CEP provide additional information and served
to delay this report.

EPA is satisfied with CEP data quality. Reanalysis of any
sample is unwarranted.

The transmittal submitted to Region 9 by Gregg Dempsey of
the Office of Radiation Programs - Las Vegas Facility, dated July
28, 1989, should be referenced for further details on the sample
locations discussed in this report.

II. ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS
Several abbreviations and terms are used in describing the

analyses:

1. Gamma Isotopic Analysis - This is an analytical technique
which uses a device sensitive to penetrating gamma rays called an
intrinsic germanium detector. The sample, be it soil or water, is
placed in a specially calibrated counting container, called a
counting geometry, for analysis. Soil samples are often dried
prior to placement in the counting geometry. A specialized
computer is used to record a spectrum of gamma energies which is
them compared with two calibration factors - one is an energy
calibration which determines that a "peak" in the spectrum is a
certain energy, and the other factor takes into account the
counting geometry and thereby enables the computer to convert a
spectrum into a specific analytical result. Results are often
expressed in pCi/L (picocuries per liter) or pCi/g (picocuries
per gram). The fact that an analysis can be expressed in terms of

1
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Old Sodium Burn Piti

The Old Sodium Burn Pit was an area where radiologically
contaminated materials had been dumped at some time in the past.
The area was posted with "Caution - Radioactive Materials" signs
around the perimeter of the two pits. Walking surveys with a
gamma survey instrument indicated what is probably only
background levels of radioactivity. The upper pit had moisture in
the soil at its lowest spot. One separate sample plus a duplicate
was collected in the upper pit to be analyzed for gamma emitting
isotopes and for tritium through azeotropic distillation. One
sample was collected in the lower pit for gamma isotopic analysis
only since this pit was completely dry.
Results of analyses are below:

I jUpper Pit

Sample Type: Soil
Requested: Gamma Isotopic, Tritium (by Azeotropic Distillation)

Gamma Results:
K-40 9.76 ± 1.68 pCi/g

Pb-212 0.54 ± 0.10
Pb-214 0.19 ± 0.18
Ra-226 0.56 ± 0.19
Ac-228 0.79 ± 0.34
TI-208 0.81 ± 0.22
Bi-214 0.28 ± 0.10
Cs-137 0.90 ± 0.22

Tritium Results:

H-3 0.59 ± 0.11 pCi/g soil

3



SLeach Field]

The Leach Field is the site of a former sewage leach field
that had radioactive materials accidentally dumped into it at one
time. SSFL had initiated a cleanup that removed soil down to
bedrock and then restored the land. Walking surveys with a gamma
survey instrument indicated what is probably only background
levels of radioactivity. Results of the analysis of the sample
collected in this area is below:

Sample Type: Soil
Requested: Gamma Isotopic Only

K-40 31.05 ± 1.27 pCi/g
Pb-212 1.88 ± 0.09
Pb-214 1.11 ± 0.18
Ra-226 1.27 ± 0.13
Ac-228 2.15 ± 0.73
TI-208 1.58 ± 0.17
Bi-214 1.41 ± 0.53
Cs-137 1.02 ± 0.05

As in the case of the Old Sodium Burn Pit, the isotope
levels encountered are representative of natural background.

SBuilding 59, Former Reactor Building}

Building 59 was the location of an old test reactor that
removed at some time in the past. Walking surveys with a gamma
instrument indicated background levels of radiation. Supposedly
sand from the area around the building had been contaminated with
cobalt-60 and a french drain had been installed in the subfloor
to collect infiltrating groundwater. This small quantity of water
is pumped to the surface and analyzed. Two separate samples were
collected for analysis:

Sample Type: Water
Requested: Tritium

H-3 1890 ± 538 pCi/L

Sample Type: Water
Requested: Gamma Isotopic

Reportable Gamma's NOT DETECTED
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In the case of both samples, all gamma emitters are
reasonably consistent with background, with the exceDtlon of
cesium-137. This is directly attributable to-rthis spill.
Rocketdyne was in the process of cleaning up this area when this
sample was collected. Further samppli- -hould be tollect.to
verify that this cleanup has been completed.

IV.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From the samples collected at SSFL, it is evident that
contamination exists on site property. From the levels of
contamination detected and their location, it is doubtful that
contamination has spread offaite. SSFL personnel were apparently
unaware of the presence of tritium at Buildinq 69. While not an
environmental concern or health risk, the source of this tritium
needs to be investigated. It should also be documented that the
cesium-137 around Building 64 is brought back to background
levels following SSFL cleanup.

In the original report documenting the survey and collection
of samples on this site, dated July 28, 1989, it was stressed
that certain types of samples were not collected due to time
constraints and difficulty of obtaining a contractor laboratory
capable of performing those specific analyses required. For a
follow-up study, it is first recommended that more water samples
be collected and analyzed for tritium. At least a representative
group of samples should be analyzed for strontium-90, a beta
emitter whose use is known at the site. Since this analysis is
difficult in soil, vegetation, and other media, a contractor
laboratory must be chosen carefully. It is also recommended that
vegetation and other media, specifically samples from feral
species be collected and analyzed as warranted.

The Office of Radiation Programs - Las Vegas Facility has
presented the Region i Office in San Francisco a proposal to
assist the region and state in their efforts to bring the SSFL
investigation to a close and allay questions that have arisen
concerning the SSFL environmental program.

7
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Rockwell contamination S
spreading toward Simi-
No imnnediate ri k from ground water seen
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Al a felet:t1nrAIee 13.k fotrce
d-u,slesr Ctnd-np- at a rubl-lc
rmrt, ef tit 'n ;,M, %jt~ ileit cnt any

off.pqowterr r~ill in drierm,ne
the e~trnt of IN- cntjnalec'i.

Tiheir -errc t1-o, 'umrpts."

Flee '. Anetj 11. ad N-%Ill.~

ChiWe2 %I;.. I A I nt a Pr'anmeni
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In:- I ... * X n 'ari An., ch-
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tek Pttn t l, i .t er ofe flit
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i~ittm~ti,,n pr R,,,jl tt-ut of

(etc 1- ta~,1111i11te% ir !111 lette

4i,.t ft.i,'l %et t .if~r4ice
.91t11 thtir-1.t1 hei, It tlee

?'.,of It)' eire fe :mr,, the faceli.

neareii dtink ris -atct -el ito
0te A m~ile tetti it" lab. k.,s..

Shete c mweo ~ hii~~ee.. ialthe
teti at. i,' \ ll. Ire,"nil

"A r h ne- he lCitctita~lf
plunk,%i ncrr um!,e tee utic. And

wi.ene -- fiýe we -I. I eilw% hjse

plte:W i. th, %sc."d "Ie. idly.

* .t t h t itt 1t -i~ i ws at .I e

Wiad hin Roto. Wnuw iCl lliener loc
the California Regional Water
Quality Control Hoard. "The
cnneentrution of theine orgartnie
iloit" cbhn''alhl -at hiote thatn
.re tlrsoul. ,ll the Ihooienital to
nlow OIl lthe tile greater thin we

Rots sit among 10 federal
and state r•iltamon altltsing the
interIgncy tank force meesing at
the Semi Valley City Council
chamershev

The talk firle -aii formed
tinfe the direction of the U.•

S" SOCEWILL I Bict ft

Ctfmmin.f'%l Ritrldyna O)tclsirtn.
ttid eetvou is asturances that
i'nteitmnit ta nW rIoi¢&Md off
tthe _ ott-act . Na fe.l. ltab in the
Sime Ihillt referred to radma•t''
erenlamenltion o1•,. Test results
foe ranitlity in the new well

I hbe a' JelhW t f afnm~llh oW
i.t. %aid Steve LsaMm. Rocket.
dIlnM' 'ncIronmmcntal nianafger.

-The quen'len (of oft-sole i,.
rjlutlt -.0 (fht hfnreirel on the

'ahltt's.cieit7. Seel said.

The or. data shcoling the te's
*cnlila foI oft-tie ttemICt rC.n-
lamtnfleirt cornet from It vitlh
drlled in th nuthe KIrar qeior., or
Arsa IV. fasl fall Atel local. statc
and federal officials pu•hed
II.*,Ar-dcne for m-we mnnitiortin
in ret•net" to the del'icsutc oft
Ihe 5)01: enemnml'entls• luntr.

S he SAIR DOE su.ret of ithc
a
0
5:l.are nlealcae tirt portion oi"

the lab t'itid h'lC chemical etel
r.Wdhwtte coutiamlnattc of the

The Dalyl News reported
Tbursday the reMults of the ine
%ell Uamr1letnt. nutl showed f'r.
the first timte thai TCE isa peoti
tcm under the tite wire nuclear
eeWarch -a% coniducted for ith
IKtE o0er futr dimuadu. reglula-

7 he IlreI 3rrport by Phiten t -.
tcaseet C,iundeater Re-oufcv%
(cttulhtalrt Inc. foundi high l-.
ch of ICi: n 70 percent of the
hie t ells. The recommended
state safety le-el for ICE" in
dtrnking -alcer is parts per
hellicel: jftpp l I w it'll imr t ,,on
the R fetid.en tilt crnlain.ed
I.."l) p"i. an.l another near the

nchl as tested at W p". R,%'

IC Uc to l)nighltt b0 e a humann

eanrinireige' based on laboratory
tistt inoss lnI alltials

The campany has proposed
dilling toonew ie tlctrng wells
off their pereeet Ihial Ros sald
he as recommeinding four to eqil
-clh dowrthidl from the falilty
t•,war Si•ie Valley.

"I hes need to go a unf dis.
tinee.*" Ross said. adding the

.ells mull he fairly deep. -If it
the Chermical ontlminallontl el

dcrp. it eniald reach hlhr qtaarl.
i, aijuifers that olenetlltltr could
he" uwed for drinking some day."

WAter-qualtty officials said
Ar ca IV eni l hv added to a CC"-
1thnutrt S3 million cla3nup op1e-
lion of chem• cal ground.-Wter
conlaminaleoe rptrolems in the
Air FoTe, and NAS.A porlione of
the talk ediurolficed tnt IOR3.

Iloccer. ID.E official Jim
Ilartman %sitl the genc may sib
the A,, Fereet O N.ASA to 8sa) for
the cleanup in Area IV it the to
irne coaie from their opera-

The Ilta foerce. created aftAr
Rep. Ehon Galelety. R.Simti Val.
In-. otdird t1c [hPAi to take an
aoile rl follocmng the May des.
rrmeta', mein foe the fi•orm te in
pubNlc and Iih Rncliecdyne ofTi-

ltcprernied oIn the pael we
efTsceals( from lwn Virrura Ctun.
I# cnreironmerntat agenee•s. the
Ulte DS•pnimenl of tealth Sec.
-'-ic. and Regional Watwr Qwfit-
in Cfrotm floord. and the federal
I)DU. EPA and Nuclear Regula-
t(i" Coommtolpsto

During the seit-htur meeting.
Company offic tat% Vin presented
the reiuts, of testingl a 47 wells
that njed n" detertaie traKc.
of radieltaytes hydrogen, of Inl.

vtoln. in the gtrounld water.
In Sepn•ember. the EPA id it

found a umpk of ground water
contained low levels of Itretinahn a
the veetnity of Building 34 -where
a pvotlypl of a tice-haired nu-
cleia reactor was tetted in the
mwd 1 9M)1

Lamam said reiting at that
site by the company found no wd-
itciable trititum. However. he
said the tent {onslc-, cne not rIt-
ettarily conlradicilryr to the
EPAts because radioactivily it
diffictalt to ineanute at %'cry lotw

ýTheef number is a real num-
her." Laflaim said. ' hat's wh)
we'rego imn to cominue 10 watch
in Area IV •o trintum."

ReponI by the DOE and EPA
alson called for adldtitonal en-
vironmenial information from
the faeclty aind few impros-emenis
in moý,lorinfg rnelihcso.

The EPA is sieking additional
data on any irncoatnll~ed rorieayn-
of tCE or other otolvets into the
air before decoding whether the
Santa Suslana lab should be
placed on the Notocosal P•iortties
List urdOr the fs Suprftund
program. according to docc-
mentsnarloed Thu1sday.

The DOlE releasd a treoe try
consultants. Oak Ridge Anoriai-
ed Unti-ersiiue. that made I7
recommendations on Rocket-
dyrt'Ss noonitoing program. In
July, EPA inspectors critiched
the c€ompany' Psleam and aid
it was unable to guarlantee that

Tonutaination had non spread.
The Oak Ridge repo conchaild-

ed therm is no evoidecte of radic-
logical coWition " posing an mm.
ment threat to the public health
or the ersircontmeeL
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0haes- f improper. hazardous-waste. handling recorded agaist $im research lab
p TONY KNIGHT Maxine Richey, the Toxic Sub- lions presents a hcalth threat to the slate prosecutor to discuss all that luse spent'sidu ofrock.*l NIt S•w, _w stance Control Division's super-. workers or the public. of the violations. 1 fuel After rocket engines areFve new violatmons or r. visorofsurveillanceand.cnforco- Eleven violations issued in Au The new violations involve tosted.r-du n

Fivenew iolaionsor hzard nL gust were referred to the state At- failure to propcdy document haz- Health olcials cbntend that
as-waste laws were discovered None of the new violations in- tomey Gcnerars Office last week ardous.waste shipping manifcsts, the nitrogen tetroxide residue

ring a [)ecember inspection of volve the nuclear research ar'a of for enforcement action, failure to properly document from the rocket engines is a haz.
.tockwell International's research the laboratory, which has been Rockwell's Rocketdyne Divi. training of hazardous-waste ardous waste and must be either
iboratory in the Simi Hills, state the focus of concern since a U.S. sion. which operates the Santa workers, and illegal disposal and packaged and set to a waste.dis.L lth offcials said Monday. Depannent of Energy environ- Susana Field Laboratory three dilution of rocket fiw, state oni.- posal facility. ortreated in the

Tviolations bring to 16 the mental survey released last May miles west of Chatsworth. was gi. cials said. company's on-site waste-Water
Mber of hazardous-waste vio- revcaled problems with radioac- yen until March 1 to correct the Stephen LafTham, Rocket- treatment sutemL

#lions pending against the corn- live soil contamination and new violations, dyne's environmental manager, Company officials contend the
any. health of•cials said. They chemical ground-water •cntami- But state officials said the five said the company will provide wasg water is only slightly taint.

id te• vioations were revealed nation at the site. . new violations, which were re- documentation that will show ad with nitrogen tctroxide, does
fin n routine inspectionsi The DOE survey found no evi- vealed in a Dec. 19 inspection, compliance with shipping and not qualify asa hazardous waste

I-This is a complex site and dence of a public health threat also were forvardg-d to the state training regulations and can be released down Bell
*Ch time you go out theCre you and a cleanup is under way. prosecutor. The other violations involve a Creek under a permit from fth
6.ght look at something that you Health officials said Monday Company officials said they dispute between the company state Regional Water Quality
lidn'l check t first ime," said that none or the pending viola- have scheduled a meeting with and toxics officials over a system Control Board:"
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Cost of Cleaning Up Plant Waste
In-Nuclear Recycling Is Escalating

• [ly ~MATTIIFI" .. W'.%I.D

")

.%f-..l .ý IV.. %... , ,, b I.-

WEST VALLEY. N.Y. - Engineers
arrived here In 1982 to begin cleaning
up a factory that once processed nu-
clear waste. Their task was to employ
a pioneering technology: remove hun.
di-eds of thousands of gallons of radio-
active liquids and sludge from an aging
storage tank and make the radioactive
nimterials safe from spills or leaks hv
mixing them with cement or glass.

The job was expected to cost $400
million and take six to eight years to
complete. But almost eight years into
the cleanup, the work is at least six
years from complet'on, and the cost
estimate is up to $890 million. Mean-
while, the amount of work needed to
make West Valley safe seems to be
growing.

The West Valley project will be re-

Il.lrllF

peated at cleanups elsewhere. The
United States Department of Energy
faces this problem - what to do with
wastes that will be radioactive for mil.
lenniums but are stored in tanks de-
signed to last only decades - at two
plants that manufacture nuclear
bomhs - in Savannah River. S.C.. and
llanford. Wash., where even larger vol.
umes are stored.

A Nuclear Edsel

Only the passing of years will reduce
the radiation, hut engineers say they
can st'bilize the material so it will stay
put until time does its work. The Job.
which will cost billions of dollars. was
described by one official here as
prooucing a quality waste product."

But as the liquids here are solidified
atte.ntion is turning to another environ-
mental challenge: wastes that have
been dumped in shallow trenches and
holes. ftr which no clea.,p strategy
h:is hti'n 'hosen

V,,.• i ;hiy is ai na ch, r n lem s'E . The
pl..nl pr<ocieSsd used fuell; front com-
mercial and Government reactors.
so'rting. it into conmpont-nis and recy-
cling unused uranium and plutonium
which was usc'i in bxmhs aikd reactors.
Th'- plant he:ca:nun a business failure.
and the simple rcycling vision of the

,ae-rlv 1160"s produced a technological
,n:ghtmare for the late 1980's.

Now (;Gernment officials and con-
traciors are striving, amid disagree.
ments with environmentalists, to avoid
doing something in cleaning up West
Valley that could be a nightmare for
the next century.

N,• all the waste was in tanks. A cur-

Con,nu.fn 1ctw'1e IA,. C€olumn I

rent nightmare Involves the trenches
where solid waste has been buried.'Not
even certain of what is there, plannersi
here speak of their surveys with metal,
detectors, surveillance wells and snIff"
ing tools as an attempt to "raise thel

ronfidence level" about their knowl-;
cdge of what Is underground and whatl
may be leaking out. i

The official in charge here, Willis W.!
Bixby of the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, a contractor, described
part of what has been accomplLshed
here as "peeling away the layers of th
onion."

The stark concrete building in which
the used fuel was reprocessed has beds
of impatiens and geraniums in front
All around It are workers who have re-
duced the building's contamination so
that more of Its space can be used in
the solidification operation. They are
working toward tearing the factory
down and restoring the entire 3.000
acre site, a job that could double the
current $890 million budget.

The plant was lured to western New
York by Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
help bolster the area's economy, and
built for $32 million. It operated for s
years, until it closed for modification;
in 1972. It never reopened, partly beý

The amount of
work to make
West Valley safe
is growing.

cause the Government insisted on!
earthquake precautions and the c-wn.-
ers decided that they would be too ex-
pensive.

Its legacy was 600,000 gallons of.
wastes that will be radioactive for hun-1
dreds of thousands of years, in a tank;
designed to last for 40. -



By MATTIIEW L WALD

T IE prrohtt'm of whatwith wastes from makir
clear bombs has always
viewed as a long-term

posing no immediate threat t
But events of the last few v
have demonstrated to the Dt
ment of Energy that it can
more immediate concerns.

Since the nuclear age b
hardly any of Its radioactive by
ucts have been permanently
posed of. The manufacture c
newest warheads continues to i
an unwanted collection of con
nated material that dates back
Manhattan ProjecL The Fe
Government is juggling all of it.

Lately. however, the act has p
harder to keep up. because a
legacy of environmental da
from bomt-pmakmng has be
clearer. officials in states wher
wastes have tbeen stored have t

Energy Department documents
ibtained under the Freedom of In-
ormation Act by the Hanford
Education Action League, a citizens'
Iroup. show that Federal officials
tave known about the problem since
1964. League officials say the dOcu-
iients also show that an environ.
,nental impact statement in 1975
'contains no discussion" of the pos-
mibility of explosions and does not
even list the cyanide compounds in
he tank inventories.

A 1987 environmental impact
statement said that such explosions
ire improbable, citing as evidence a
report by another contractor. But
Lhat report was on a different sub-
lect and was cited in error, the docu-
ments show. and the report that
should h.ave been cited has not been
publicly released.

Still. Energy Department offic ials
maintain that the environmental im-
pact statement with the error was
proper, because It "made public the
possibility' of an explosion. Jim
Thomas,.a researcher at the lian.
ford league, disagrees. "It's clear
that the Department didn't want
anybody to hear the bad news," he
said. "It was irresponsible of them
just to lot this Issue hang out there."

Federal officials insist that they
have been studying the risk of explo-
sabt,. The 1934 report that raised the
question was not released because It
"left some questions that needed to
be answered." said Donald D. Wo-
drich, the manager of defense waste
engineering at Hanford.

to balk at accepting more.
The Immediate crisis Involves

" wastes comtamina•iril with plutonium
In do from the Rocky Flats plant on the
ig nm- outskirts of Denver. The material
been was supposed to go to the Waste

Issue, Isclation Pilot Project, a repository
o life. in a salt dome niar Carlsbad. N.M..
veeks but engineering problems have de-
'part- layed the opening for years.
raise Now this failure threatens to shut

Rocky Flats. where-the Government
egan. makes plutonium triggers for ther.
prod- monuclear warheads. Colorado offi-
, dis- cials, negotiating under provisions of
if the a Federal anti-pollution law. have set
Add to a limit on the amount of material
tami- that can be stored at the site, and
to the Gov. Cecil D. Andrus of Idaho, where
deral plutonium has been sent for years.

has refused to accept more after
;otten SepL 1. Energy Secretary James D.
s the Watkins suggested that other states
mare that already have large bomb plants
come agree to store boxcars of waste. But
-e the so far there are no takers, and Rocky
)egun Flats will reach its limit by March.

Across the continent, meanwlile_.
tanks filled with similar wastes at
the Savannah River Site, near Aiken.
S.C.. generate hydrogen, an explo-

sive gas. which is supposed to be
vented regularly but has on occasion
been allowed'.to accumulate. That

part of the country is vulnerable to

earthquakes, which could rupture

the tanks, releasing their contents.
and while the department says the

tanks are adequate, It has had a his-
tory of engineering problems and en-

vironmentalists are not eager to run
a field test. Some refer to the 1957

chemical explosion of bomb wastes
at Kyslltym. in the 1tral Motailaane.
which was recently confirmed by the
Soviet Union.

'if yoiire using Kyshlyi a1s your

More Ideas & Trends
Page 24

At bomb plants,
new fears of
explosions.

Meanwhile, the Energy Depart-
ment was reminded last week of -

other potential problems with Its
most Intensely radioactive wastes,
which have been in storage for dec-
ades. The wastes, now largely turned
to sludges and salts. are in single-
walled steel taris at the Hanford nu-
clear reservation in Washington
State. A report prepared by a giv-
ernment contractor In 1984 but
which came to public attention only
recently raised the possibility that
cyanide compounds added to liquid
wastes 35 years ago could cause a
potentially explosive chemical reac-
tion in the storage tanks.

Pose an equal or greater rithe -ectM-i A
thereator'.said Dan W. Re!'h.I

-an Attorney at the Natural ýR.
sources Defense cOuncii Thewat
storage tanks generally
radioactive ma teeral pr ontain
decades by the reactor& ...

The solutio, Fedei-al offiI' s
is to change the form-ofAt Savana RI ,wri afhe •"

nnah River, engineenih
to start a proceSS In:J•g!th I
which they can Incorpo --,- the
radioactive material into a peqi
high-strength glass. At Hanford "•
Government plans to award a "
tract in January to build a plant' for
carrying out that process.

That Is the Short-term solution
Next comes the question of where to
put the radioacuve glas, Th
rent leading candidate s Yuccj
Mountain, on the edge of the Neya -

Test Site near Las Vegas,ev
though technical and Venas..er eproblems are multiplyineg . -. r' k,

But at least he problem o h tPit( th gla.s 13 a I St of weire
put the glass is a lon .cerm One.

"')UCATOU
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N uclear Lab Reports
Leak of Plutonium
* A tiny spill of plutonium oc.

r'urred in the Lawrence Uvatmore.
.Mational Laboratory plutbnlum
building as a result of a srndl leak
I *ruhber glove. Officials said the
mncent was not related to Tues-
dayfs earthquake. and no Injuries
were reported. The quantity spilled
'wA microscopically small and de-
tectahle only by sensitive radiation
,•dkector,. a spokesman for the
laboratory said. Four workers in
the rittm were screenrd. Two were
:ound to have slightly contaminat-
,'d hands. wh,le one was found to
nave shightly contaminalted Ibair.

Mtl we.re decontaminated, the
spokc-snian saod The material
:,pilled was phltd nium2-. -.1, an iso-

ape isse'd f!r nu ':er hatt1) es.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENTaa

LIVE FUEL MOISTURE SUMMARY
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LIVE FUEL MOISTURE 1981-90
AVERAGE ALL, AREAS - ALL FUELS
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LIVE FUEL MOISTURE 1981-90
CASTAIC/SAUGUS CHAMISE
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LIVE FUEL MOISTURE 1981-90
MALIBU CHAMISE
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Rockwell to shut nuke lab
Cites community' concern over Simi Hills facility, .closure due in'9(
By MARK BARMILL
Os.-, •lw StiSW Wrtw

Rockwell International's la-
borator" for processing nucleiar
materials at the Santa Susana
Field Laboratory in the Simi
Hills will be closed within a year.

company officials announced
Friday.

Company officials - faced

challenges to their request
.h,: a I0-year extension of the
"hot lat)s'" Nuclear Regulatory
(-',,nmrn,son license - said com-
munit% concern over disclosure
,,f toAIc and radioactive contami-
nawon at the facility prompted
the decision.

The request for a license exten-
sion for processing enriched ura-
nium at the site will be amended

to s4ek renewal only through O(Xt.
20, 1990. said officials of Rock.
well's Rocke!dyne J)ivisio,,.
which operates the facility in th.2
hills between Simi Valley and
Chatsworth.

In recent months there have
been expressions of serious con-
ccm from the surrounding com-
munity about oiir nuclear work at
SSFL," Rockeidync's new presi-

jent. "kob Pastcr, said in a state-

!'While the hot lab poses no
thrcat to safety. health or the en-
v::onment. we hope closure of
the f3 cility will allay concerns
and will assure the public of our
commitment to the community
in which we live and work," Pas-
ter said.

Since the Daily News disdosed

May 14 that a D)cpanment of En-
ergy survey found contamination
at 10 sites at the 42-year-old facil-
ity, Rocketd.ne and state and
federal regulatory agencies have
faced growing criticism over the
handling of nuclear materials
near a heavily populated area.

The DOE report said .contami-

See ROCKWELL I Back Pg.
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Rockwell to shut nuke lab
Cites comrmmunit concern over Simi Hills facility; closure due i '90
By MARK BARNHILL
OV %$ews taff Wruter

Rockwell Internationai V la-
boratory for proccssing nuklcar
materials at the Santa Susana
Field Laboratory in the Simi
Hills will be closed within a year.
company officials announced
Friday.

Company officials - faced

ý,z:h challenges to their request
L,,r a l"-vcar c:tnision of the

"h1'h.las'" Nuclear Regulatory
('Ctninitvion licn"se - said com-

ulluhtt.% concern ovcr'disclosure
o"f toc• anl radioactive contami-
nation at the facility prompted
the decision.

The request for a license extcn-
sion for procesing enriched ura-
nium at the site will be amended

to .eek renewal only through (kt.
20, 1990. said officialt of Rock.
well's Rockctdyne l)iviSiot,.
which operates the facihtv in th,:
hills between Simi V.'llcy and
Chatswonh.

"In recent months there have
been expressions of scrious con-
crn from the surrounding com-
munity about our nuclear work at
SSFL," Rocketdync's new prcsi-

,.I',. ilkb P'aster. said in a state-

-While the hot lab poses no
thirca, to safety, health or the ent-
\ir-:n)nrcnt. we hope closure of
thc facility will allay concerns
and will auure the public of our
commitment to the community
in which we live and work," Pas,-
ter said.

Since the Daily News disclosed

May 14 that a Lk.partment of En-
ergy survey found coniaminatiin
at 10 sites at the 4..year-old facil-
ity. Rockctd.ne and state and
federal regulatory agencies have
faced growing criticism over th.
handling of nuclear materials
near a heavily populated area.

The DOE reon said contami-

See ROCKWELL I Back Pg.
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nat•on ersias ma the lW)E portion of
Santa Stamm The pillutkun ha-
been described as monlUy lkw-lv-.

PL bid the drlu•ieur greatly in.

ced scrutiny of the nuclear tot,
and made many resident• c•.;,

aware of it

4p~



Rockwell p iiii.
all-SiiniHis
ag TONYf KUNNTow" o~tw,,a MttR WNW iq•w

Rockwell Jtl'nalmalglti
end etas 0-year nuclear aml
Santa Swana Field Laboa l. 0t 0 a411i
the Simi Hilh and i mpla d•.. ' ll lI palo 9,
commission all f •for N
dcing radioactive materials, .a . 1i.I

copany offin'a! said Saturtay"., d n 'e
officils of the compony I."Daa. ueran, u

Rockeidyne Division, which :comly Iws1a..•
opWrates Santa SWsana. will met s a um
Mnnday to formulate plans to phaktoara 0'yerl-
pranentlye r r-"ew foe Its ':hot |a
ioma at the mountain laboratory

three miles wen of Chatsworthl, So. ROCKWI/ P96'

P I

.. CI4.

14-PM ItWs ~lADY. OCTOBR 22, t I 0a5LYh&~y

Rockwell, t~o end
A U U j 't.a

at ianora!
AOCKWtLL i From Paa It.

hcxav) shielded werksp kor han-
dting fadV¶Sntirc matefiall.

Paster cited growing public con-
cern ovr the pmromity of the aus-
c ICt fracility to the heavily p"1tat.
ed San Fernando arid Simi vatlleys
a3 the main reason the company

ecldayed 10 Cl•t • the hot lab within a
.,.'a' ,t ttiaN N clmtei nded dits icense

h i t %,1 2(: . ; .1.
kockcid%,nc had ope•ated Santa

SuanJ.. -tti 9nl'a , sporadicer cricism
,,rr hir JCCAJt% until the Daily
N'aa C 1ts%)Md MAtav 14 that A U.S.

-(.paann rat eon survey had
tai ,m.' i.il "elacii'r and chem ical

ti•anlfl310in in the toil and
Iri-un-I -*dr bencaih the facility.

The 0I It sure said Ihere was no
iname'rimtic threat to public health
Nau that morem tests were needed be.
cause monitoring of contaminattion
had been inadequate.

In a seties of fol1owrwp investiga-
live anrlet, the Daily News dis-
closed that state and federll health
aId environmental officials were
unaware of the extent of the col-
tamination at Santa Sumna arnd
had done little independcnt moni-
toring.

Roekctdyne's statement Friday
had left in question whethelr.the
company planned to end nuclear'
operations on the entire 290-acre
nuc•.it mer 1ation. Besid the hot
lab. Rickctdyne oripeates a Com-
plac of more than a dorin buildinp
undoi the ronlrot of 1he U.S. De-
patrinient of Lncig) and not subjcct
tn the NRC.

In the past. Rockcldyne and
I Xit fI"fi, ahi had said they did not
fa, .- '"lthe, rit'l esearch at

Ihr 1,101,iht" 1.uht onlinue in the
taItijC. 11tih.'i.Cl thea l'romised that

.. ia.i.....a..t. a~ i~ui~a trii wouta

lit a¢n attic arh l OSaturday.
C.,ltila *jld Iha eompany would
rlatllnuc Wrteatib into rocket pro-
vialsiriS 55%cm S in'0 the ponkians of
1he 2.1,r$iae field laboratory that
arc controlled by 'tie National Afr.
.aanaaatacs and Nraace Administration
.rat thc U S An, Fewree.

"W'ere atet-ihted if it melnt that
ia y'W i tIMP get h it C, (t ofthe nuIe-

at the sistwillt co"fait is - -15al
dulWedO' 7Tr rill*DOE has prep¢are a $45:5 sial:
plan to clean up most g49hs
tisover the next " Ye~w~al aUa-OW
timately, the. clesl ,.a , t
years longer, o•fkiala s aid. Ittlon

UIt sid regrdless•ds a• • 'of
pens with the licensing cae Ieal- S mul a Rep.
citizens would continue to.khe1_.
tabs on cleanup operations to
sure that they are comp11act into
soon as Possible and that no
nuclear work is conitemplated at'o.,,site. .

-we steed more local peopleý Vid et.ask Cc ~ iya
our local regultsoet agncisei J .as
charge of oversicts. Lit said
just want to make $11re that )'i¢

aren'. back In busines a,
later.' . t

up seeking as cepamrenc~rt foCc

what hadma sa nliNRC at grant lamto oppos the p•nan,

mants, adi hdbenprprigpl ait. Jcomme Rapki ngnC ad"4 )on Scott of•• m~
&rlliled interveno taitI'

a long and complicatedl mrxp n$ l e t. Wellg~im
that would lI" a[ lca"t I~otL Wail II.

"I think the were a Io o( pea- Mos(t utbidarreascrartion is
pie who said we didn't hbavea! :controlied'y4.brDO.and not
chance., Swatt said. -Bu. I thougt ne,

nitely Prepared so go all thaewazya condute =haVe diedcaontamins.
I'm shrillod "hat this has hapened,, id a cunrestriced
because in my mind any time you .
can stop Plutonium and uraniums 'Sa h ossa h O
from posibly athecting tl t plan t mE amdion-

ain Fernando vaixed,, hafl , v a ldi o ..

NRC off•ial said thaa ld t i 41 A nine,

nrs'case would remain In el'ecttanI- buflid , 4Wl dioPosal and
lit the company filessfr ts go d-•f e•pckag.oo eutenssive
meri to lIt$.1icensc. rcnewal ,-cs €ontaimalk . e have
application and Judge Peter-.' Ieen.dwtifl~y~p'J ,.
Bloch haat chance to rviaew lt..- , In aionA l

"lIts up to thejudg a towiat
do." said Oreg Cook. spokesman: problemesa.ts- Sodtal Burn-Pit
for the NRC regional oflice in Wa&j whi cwe cbn i).d radWoac-
nut Creek. TJhcr will hi some dia.: livsaagali bere adae o;2 an

0- ,1r0i cleiii



eft6ý, ialf vcer raMors 0 the tacldtc

4dna ekle* I.u e had Wietn into datuuIn the padt I I
r. '~ 4 ishe no. Mtt~ s ' h . rs and the company'and the*.hn Invot flOE I, ixe torh0Y"mil " in thepm softslowfty.CL,-# iriivit-thebrail Vai W inup tortifl. VI 1f st.. ommisslonlng certain faellteL.<ti Sn rernns aond Sirn ,~jI~ ~it 1 ~nlt Since discloure1as May offthe.at 1.,7"aintrad, Itat str .ernixi~iiat 'tfjhe et c segu d Wae DOE suvyof Santa Susmna.'the

dcr..t locksscrnthe lnt ab VC*A 95t~w,0"W f Iaast U.S. Environmntal Protectionyet ifthe NRC etitieded It% ic t' l,11taid 're ,~twhtItp AStenty hus assumed oweulthro',
u" ~ .. ntil 9*t 1L I?)I NOD I ~ a. iThe cefanup at the urZin of R*.:'

Rwit~itttne hAd o~rvite mt fitr~n w ONO t I Dart istti o epeVo~ ttelae skey..
3NI: "httv~s.tht IM.1vA' ths inf#ni ,to, oe. Saergltor aacat kobruc tut5~t~,siai wr 'st ,uaeIVthrj~ afeý eplced all. SRI aggesITO ivsIgts V (AtOR9

Nv-s ft ivreiie l ~~ 4 that a I' itunscn that no nwatmnte rbes rslit osI(W tm.r, tu.v 40i t ofte:et rs
f,wajd efii~n tue% and 4 Pressure

-.4,'1w ia iro and.. last week whqD A~scmblYm&a,~toriannJ t3CV tuivthe iti tashtC ih t Sin'. -remso v 5rwtdm a~ituCtf tarvfv said ,thec won sadnooeehce a hearing ltVz.uE.1n1imcdm.ic thrrem to publi hetih-.-,Ajist o~iul. e'sCtt htte .nnds opera t !,on Ira(ls
tui ithis nu~t tmnI% ncrc'Jte. sa& ln.'i l~c to lfvii~iiss a year and coned for wugb n~wtir:3ii n~rOm" olaj~nntw,1e~Itiona goveritsng Widutati'ihAd fn .'dVfi ,'. fill q~tgt ~haas tve P'Asseinymair Richard JUaeI DIn i Wtc of (0ýsr lsqiA C 4to&cw.11199al for the. Sepulveda. called on state- HealtLfi, C affil lt. the ROi~Y N.w'As W NN. Ira&*4flWiny four th

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~li .h~ *.l . ICiJhu tal fsiltral~ 1it tn sr~ i. srt Aiirage, dlioieni ei ni stgsolt i
1100 ,nqillnhi :0 Aff's611%sslf r w,s f Joillttt the heaclthal('pamtand preseni Rnckwcitil
11n.11-11if orl ih rociti, ouf ths ' tt,~ *gtWs p%~IkeSL workers land asked o.egewll'niuut~ .. ft it Im uih' N nd st.i. l' -0,ig If~sa' in rofmal. Detatnieians to formanlY, InicrvtrA.h~d 10:1., 't. int vij nt k an' NXC'i in thoha lab reliami~snipoce

. . .~~ . ~t %l l elliuens iekn #AssNohid .The hot lab, a heavily stle
I'ad lerl in (lctg Ni hiihf 4Is2 'Wtiiii Can)OO Were workshop fihcet irradiated nudeaft?

d~s'foot' '. Q.%~status Iasi fulcork be dismantled and.pro.
OW.,y* .. i .. win fo cesse In ~a tot resal radioactive

t.~ 1 ~ltild,.iti& -z~~thi i4 t~ uIa .f gest .,Moutifthentsctarksewrvationia
frr? tile rntni-A (i. th~.i t. tI -I.N T ~ dn 1, siave a contr. olled bTe the DOE and not',rwrl inru b,an tiS,%er' P,~ h~ %C61 I S~ii~5under NRC jurisdiction'. Eleven.In INI'<. N ,. -did haviaf '~ iaer. I wa dcl~t. -ýulit sfhere WXE research waitii it'e p tis tvtjt~ 4f.rieii IpiJ o .tiv the way. 'conducted have been deconramin.-F i~t'~ ~ ~d uti thesdnnM ithtrt t"s~ Wt~t hinternedi airdand reliasedforlifnrtugrictedtr
hi tur t. wqthtuf.1k3 h .0'"~ rittuetj"'llrivig~ tut tntir cmatya i1

111.r i~I., l f,Wiiygano~ t~1feo sff~t~ii.e~~ plan indeeaimnn sson aila additfon.-
j9lsn.3~~f 4*52t i.S~t'1)iIJ~tAtf that' sa vie, at buildinp eurtntity not in usmherckawd Utp 11i '* And plans are understay to deeo,w.
In a" inlct~ix , U oritd .%H N 14 it~ I v the wiene. 'mitsion the hot lab slid a nfile.W 0,1,11 , 1,,l 1Kin OPetvm "tt' un~d-e rwneC tien44 retair. in leffecf uin- tuildinanuclear waste d~ispositand'onr,,..irf.u., itO 11`1%) 1kA~ j&.. 60* il'J 1 C5IWallznjrfete an ametnd- packagint corrspinwhen exearesive.
,w',.irik i O.'11W torflOitf Off 35*'jtvit w, 0: hi ensir renewal "oI contaimina~s~ toim hvo'-

4nil ltsw U-N. Air toiwrt,4# btii 41.rcctal.4k aitolsinsa Oioblems ot a Sodium Durn'Pili,
IS- r r !n ro m~ti0, nt the rfudt. 0tltti~T i) he? toic idis. five Material were disposed or Inr s # !u.nii ihu tit-u ti.Vrulated %nit'. iftt. t"palars evenif ite the I96(. Cfa-r, %.idi ?.ith'stlxrd fC~hInT1 ý L ein) Ifitreiv ffnos~ftfr W~oal. The coinpany also plans to dean.
q-D, 1il, 'u'W- oC itr'r. San annl, tiun!Ilctfw it. up sits areas discovered during a

V.VC -AtAln 114 (ot.01 21st q,ThI nu4ý Qrated up to, W, eomvlete railgi1 ure.
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